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Second Amended Protective Order (R.243-38)

B

Amended Protective Order (R.208-03)

C

Request for Protective Order (R. 8-1) and Temporary Protective Order (R. l 7-14)

D
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F
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Transcript of September 30, 2014 motion hearing (R.252)
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4TH DIZTRICT
• \V STATE 01 IITAH
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Second Amended
Protective Order

IJTAN COUNTY

Case Number: 124401367

District Fourth

County: utah

State: Utah
Judge: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Commissioner: Patton

Petitioner (protected person):

Jennifer

L

Mota

Firs/Namtt

Middle

Last

Other people protected by this order
Address and phone # (to keep private, leave blank):

Name (lnfflals only if under

Age

Relationship to
Petitioner

18)
Street

City- state-Zip

_n_

P.S.M
H.W.M

_.11_

T.L.M

_8_._

S.L.M

_6_

Child
Child
Child
Child

Phone#

Petitioner's date of birth:
Petitioner's attorney (ff any): D. Grant Dickinson

Phone # (BO 1) 356-8300

Respondent

Describe Respondent

(person Petitioner is protected from):

Lawrence
First Name

Mota
Middle

Race

Male

White

Eye
Color
blue

Hair
Color

Date of Birth

Height

Weight

5'10"

220

LBst

Other Names Used -'L=a=nv"'-"-....
M-"o'""ta=------

Relationship to Petitioner.

Sex

-

Social Security Number
(last four digfts only)

brown

Ex-spouse

Distinguishing features (lfke scars, tattoos, /fmp, etc.)
Southern California star wf children's initials on back left
shoulder

Address

Driver's license issued by (State):10122/2015

1259 North 500 West
Modified Protective Order

ApproTcd Board ofDisUict Court Judges May 21, 2008
~Juno20.2014
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Street

Expires 10/22/2015

Orem, UT 84057

Phone Number

City- State - Zip

--------------

Warning! [X] Weapon involved (Box to be initialed by Court, if applicable)
There was a hearing on (date): September 30. 2014 on Respondent's Motion to Dismiss Protective Order. The
following people were present at the hearing:

W Petitioner
W Petitioner's attorney (name); =D.,_. .: :G.:. :ra;:. _n:. :. t=D..,.lc""'k""in""'so:,n"'------------W Respondent W Respondent's attorney (name): .,.S.w.hi.,,d..,,D""o"""n,_,L""e..,B.,.au..,ro,<!n.,___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

LJ Other (name)

·
The Court considering the record, including memoranda for this Instant hearing, proffered evidence, stipulations,
. argument of counsel and for reasons orally assigned denies Respondent's Motion to Dismiss and further orders that the
Protective Order be amended as the parties have agreed and to remain in place. (W accepted the stipulation of the
parties, LJ entered the default of the Respondent for failure to appear, LJ finds that domestic violence or abuse has
occurred or there is substantial liker.hood of immediate danger of abuse or domestic violence by the Responden~ LJ
finds that a minor child witnessed the abuse or domestic violence), and makes the orders initialed below.

threaten to abuse anyone protected by this order.

f.

~

I
I

I
I

Warnings:
.
• This is a court order. No one except the court can change It If you do not obey this order, you can be
arrested, fined, and face other charges.
·
• This order is valid In all U.S. states and territories, the District of Columbia, and tribal lands. If you go
to another U.S. state, territory or tribal land to violate this order, a federal judge can send you to
prison.
• No guns or firearms! (See page 3, item 5.)
Violence Against Women Ar:I. of 1994, 18 U.S.C. §§ 2265, 2262, 18 U.S.C. § 922(g)(BJ

The Respondent must obey all orders Initialed by the judicial officer.
If you do not obey orders 1 - 6 below, the court can send you to ja~ for up to 1 year and order you to pay a
fine. A se~d or subsequent violation can result in more severe penalties.
~Personal Conduct Order -- Do not commit, try to commit or threaten to commit any fonn of
violence against the Petitioner or any person listed on page 1 of this form. This includes
stalking, harassing, threatening, physically hurting, or causing ·any otherfonn of abuse.

~No Contact Order - Do not contact, phone, mail, e-mail, or communicate in any way with
the Petitioner, either directly or Indirectly.

.

Approved Boud ofDimic:t Court Judges May 21, 2008
Modified Protective Order

I
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The criminal orders on page 3 do not expire unless dismissed by the Court

2

!

I

The Court orders the Respondent to obey all orders initialed on this fonn and to not abuse or

1

r

Revised June 20, 2014
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4

~ Contact for Mediation -- You are allowed to have contact with the Petitioner only during
mediation sessions for your divorce or custody case that are scheduled with a Court Qualified
Mediator.

11
1·

r...xijii Stay Away Order - The children's school, the children's church, and anywhere the children

i
1·

are having activities outside the home address are no longer protected locations and the
Father is permitted to attend activities with the children at the aforementioned locations,
however he is to have no contact with the Mother at the events. Respondent shall stay away
from:

[..XJ

LJ

LJ
5

W

a.The Petitioner's current or future: W Vehicle LJ Job LJ School [xJ Home,
premises and property (list current addresses below):
Home address: 2182 North 1450 East Provo UT
Work address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
School address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Vehicle description: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
b. The school or childcare of the children listed on page 1 of this form. (Ust current
School/Childcare addresses hera):

c. other (specify): _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

.,;;No Guns or Other Weapons -

The Court finds that your use or possession of a weapon
poses a serious threat of harm to the Petitioner. You cannot possess, have, or buy a gun or
firearm or any of these weapons: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Warning/ If a final protBCliva order is Issued against you eflar the hearfng, you wJU then btlCDme subject lo fademl law making it a
crime to possess, lransporl, ship or recaive any firearm or ammunition, Including a hunting weapon.

6

,,h

L..J

Property Orders - Unless a judicial officer makes a different order later, only the Petitioner
can use, control and possess the following property and things, but cannot dispose of this
property without court approval:
a . Home at (address): _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

LJ
LJ

b. Car, truck or other property (describe): _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _

You must obey orders 7 -12 initialed by the judge. If you do not, you will be in ·contempt of court and
may be punished. These orders will LJ expire LJ be reviewed by the court in _ _ days.
Modified Prolcctivc Order

Approved Board ofDistrict Court Judges May 21, 2008
Revised June 20, 2014
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7 L_J
services.
8

L_J

Property Orders -- Do not interfere with or change the Petitioner's phone, utility or other

I·

!
Child Custody & Parent-time Orders - The Petitioner {the protected person) will have
temporary custody of the minor children listed below. The Petitioner may give a copy of this
order to the principal or director of the child's school or daycare. If you do not obey the custody
and parent-time orders listed here, the Petitioner may ask for the court's help (such as an
order to show cause for
contempt):._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

l
i

You will have parent-time as follows:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I
i

If there is a "No Contact" order, you can communicate with the Petitioner only about parenttime matters through: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
9

L_J

10 L_J

11

L.J

No Alcohol or Illegal Drugs - Do not use alcohol or illegal drugs before or during
visitation.

No Travel with Children - Do not take the children listed above out of Utah.
Child Support, Spousal Support and other Expenses - The Respondent will:
LJ a. Pay $ _ _ I month in child support.
LJ b. Have child support withheld from the Respondent's earnings. (Utah Coda§ 62A- 11, Parts 4
ancf 5)

LJ c.

LJ
LJ
LJ

12 [__]

Pay $ _ _ _ / month in spousal support.
d. Pay 50% of the minor children's childcare expenses.
e . Pay 50% of the minor children's medical expenses, includin~ premiums, deductibles
and co-payments.
f . Pay$ _ _ _ _ for the minor children's medical expenses related to the abuse
and
$ _ _ _ _ for the Petitioner's medical expenses related to the abuse.

Other Assistance Needed (List below any other orders needed to protect you and other
protected
people
on_
page
1 of
this
rorm): _ _
_ _listed
__
__
_
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

~

Orders to Agencies
13 L_J

Law Enforcement to Assist A law enforcement officer
from: _ _ _ _ _ _-:---:---:--:--:--will enforce the orders checked below:
LJ a. Help the Petitioner gain and keep control over home, car or other personal
belongings.
LJ b. Help the Petitioner obtain custody of the children.
LJ c. Help the LJ Respondent or LJ Petitioner remove essential personal belongings
from the home.

Modified Protective Onler

Approved Board of District Court Judges May 2 1. 2008
RcviscdJ1D1c20, 2014
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•Essential personal belongings• means daily use items, such as clothing, medications, jewelry,
toiletries, financial or personal records solely in one person's name, or items needed to work at
a job or go to schoof_
Waming to the Respondent: Do not go into the home or other protected places without
the officer. Law enforcement can evict you or keep you away from protected places, if needed.

14

L.J

Investigate Possible Child Abuse - This matterwi/J be referred to the Division of Child
and Family Services for review and possible investigation of child abuse.

To the Petitioner: In 2 years, the Respondent may ask the Court to dismiss the orders on this
page. If that happens, we will need your address so the Court can give you notice. If your address
changes, you must let the Court know at least 30 days before the 2-year period ends on

09/16/2016.
If you receive services from the Office of Recovery Services (ORS) and want to keep your
address confidential, you must give ORS a copy of your current Protective Order.
The court may amend or dismiss a protective order after one year if it finds that the basis for the
issuance of the protective order no longer exists and the petitioner has repeatedly acted in
contravention of the protective order provisions to intentionally or knowingly induce the
respondent to violate the protective order, demonstrating to the court that the petitioner no longer
has a reasonable fear of the respondent.
This Order is entered without finding of fault.
This is the final Order of the Court. No additional Order is necessary.

MAY

'i 2015

Sign here

►

Date
Commissioner

Date

By signing here, the Respondent approves the form, and accepts service of this Protective Order and
waives the right to be personally served.

Respondent's Address
Street
1259 North 500 West

Modified Protcaivc Orda

City
Orem

State

Zip

UT.

84057

Approved Bomd ofDistrict Court Judges May 21, 2008
RmscdJ1111e20.2Dl4
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Respondent's Signature Isl Larry Mota

Order Is signed when electronically stamped by the Court on the first page

Approved as to form:

Isl D. Grant Dickinson
D. Grant Dickinson
Attorney for Petitioner

I·

i

I
I

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I

I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing Amended Protective Order was sent to
Counsel for the Petitioner this 23rd day of April, 2015 via the Court's electronic filing system.

i

!
!I
i

'

Isl Mindy L. Home
Mindy L. Horne, Paralegal

Modified Protective Order

Approved Board ofDistrict Cowt Judges May 21, 2008
Revised June 20, 2014
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FEB 18 2015
4 TH DISTRICT
STATE OF UTAH
UTAH COUNTY

Amended
Protective Order

Case Number. 124401367
County:

Dishict Fourth

Utah

State: Utah
Judge: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Comm_issioner. Patton

Petitioner (protected person):

Jennifer

L.

Mota

FirslName

Middle

Last

Other people protected by this order

Address and phone# (to keep private, leave blank):

Name (Initials only if under
18)

Age

Relationship to
Petitioner

Straet

P.S.M
H.W.M

__jL
_jj_

Child
Child

City- stale - Zip

T.L.M
S.L.M

_8_
_6_

Child
Child

Phone#

Petitioner's date of birth:
Petitioner's attorney (if any): D. Grant Dickinson

Phone# (801) 356-8300

Describe Respondent

Respondent
(person Petitioner is protected from):

Mota

Lawrence
First Name

Middle

Sex

Race

Date of Birth

Height

Weight

Male

White

.Jllllllllll

5'10"

220

Eye
Color
blue

Hair
Color
brown

Last

Other Names Used ..,L==a=ITV.:.J-.:.:M.:.:o<.::ta=-------

-

Social Security Number
(fast four digits only)

Relationship to Petitioner:
Ex-spouse

Distinguishing features {like scars, tattoos, limp, etc.)
Southern California star w/ children's initials on back, left
shoulder

Address

Driver's license issued by {State):10/22/2015

l'.
I

r:
j,

.i: ['
1:

r1: i.
,·

AppTOYCd Boan! ofDislric:t Comt Judges May 21, 2008
Revised June 20, 2014
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1259 North 500 West
Modified Pro!J:ctiyc Ordc:,-
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.;__ - __
___- __- -

Expires 10/22/2015

Orem, UT 84057

Phone Number

City- State - Zip

Warning!

W

--------------

Weapon involved (Box to be initialed by Couit, Ifapplicable)

There was a hearing on {date): September 30, 2014 on Respondent's Motion to Dismiss Protective Order. The
following people were present at the hearing: ·

W Petitioner
W Petitioner's attorney (name): =D_,_.""G"-=ra"'-n,.,_t-=D.., ,ick::._::..:i
.: n""so""n.,___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
W Respondent W Respondent's attorney (name): -=Sc,. :h: . :ir1,_,Da:. : o: . :. n:. . :L: oeC>=B'-"'a"--'ro::.i.n,.__ _ _ _ __ _ _ __
LJ Other (name) _- - : - - - - - : - ~ - : - - : - : - - - - - - : - - - - - - - : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

The Court considering the record, including mei:noranda for this instant hearing, proffered evidence, stipulations.
argument of counsel and for reasons orally assigned denies Respondent's Motion to Dismiss and further orders that the
Protective Order be amended as the parties have agreed and to remain in place. (W accepted the stipulation of the
parties, LJ entered the default of the Respondent for failure to appear, LJ finds that domestic violence or abuse has
occurred or there is substantial likelihood of immediate danger of abuse or domestic violence by the Respondent, LJ
finds that a minor child witnessed the abuse or domestic violence), and makes the orders initialed below_

The Court orders the Respondent to obey all orders initialed on this fonn and to not abuse or
threaten to abuse anyone protected by this order.
·
The criminal orders on page 3 do not expire unless dismissed by the Court
Warnings:
• This is a court order. No one except the court can change it. If you do not obey this order, you can be
arrested, fined, and face other charges.
• This order is valid in all U.S. states and territories, the District of Columbia, and tribal lands. If you go
to another U.S. state, territory or tribal land to violate this order, a federal judge can send you to
prison.
• No guns or firean-ns! (See page 3, item 5-)
Violence Agafnst Women Act of 1994, 18 U.S.C. §§ 2265, 2262, 18 U.S.C. § 922{g}(8)

The Respondent must obey all orders initialed by the judicial officer.
If you do not obey orders 1 - 6 below, the court can send you to jail for up to 1 year and order you to pay a
fine. A secohd or subsequent violation can result in more severe penalties.

1

~

WJ violence
Personal Conduct Order against
Petitioner
the

Do not commit, try to commit or threaten to commit any form of
or any person listed on page 1 of this form. This includes

stalking, harassing, threatening, physically hurting. or causing any other form of abuse.

2 [ x ~No Contact Order - Do not contact, phone, mail, e-mail, or communicate in any way with
the Petitioner, either directly or indirectly.
Modified Prota:tive Onk:r

Approved Board of District Court lodges May 21, 2008
Revised J une 20, 2014
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L!..J~ Contact for Mediation -

4

L!..J~ Stay Away Order -

You are allowed to have contact with the Petitioner only during
mediation sessions for your divorce or custody case that are scheduled with a Court Qualified
Mediator.

The children's school, the children's church, and anywhere the children
are having activities outside the home address are no longer protected locations and the
Father is permitted to attend activities with the children at the aforementioned locations,
however he is to have no contact with the Mother at the events. Respondent shall stay away
from:

[L]

LJ

a.The Petitioner's current or Mure: W Vehicle L] Job LJ School W Home,
· premises and property (list current addresses below):
Home address: 2182 North 1450 East. Provo. UT
Work address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
School address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Vehicle description: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I
I

;,

k

~
[~

[,.:
b. The school or childcare of the children risted on page 1 of this form. (Ust current

School/Childcare addresses here):

LJ

1:

p:

r

!

c. Other (specify): _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

5 ~ N o Guns or Other Weapons - The Court finds that your use or possession of a weapon
poses a serious threat of harm to the Petitioner. You cannot possess, have, or buy a gun or .
firearm or any of these weapons:
·
Wamlngl ta final protoc:iive ordw is Issued against you after the hearing, you wlll then become subj9Ct to federal law maldng it a

atme to fXJSS8SS, transpott, ship or receivr, any firoarm or ammunition, incluang a hunting weapon.

6

LJ

Property Orders - Unless a judicial officer makes a different order later, only the Petitioner
can use, control and possess the following property and things, but cannot dispose of this
property without court approval:
·
LJ a. Home at (address): _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

LJ

b. Car, truck or other property (describe):----

- --

------.--------

You must obey orders 7 - 12 initialed by the judge. If you do not, you will be in contempt of court and
may be punished. These orders will LJ expire LJ be reviewed by the court in _ _ days.
AppnMd Bose! ofDistria Coort Judges May 21, 2008

RtYisedJunc20, 2014
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7

L.J

Property Orders -- Do not interfere with or change the Petitioner's phone, utility or other

L.J

Child Custody & Parent-time Orders - The Petitioner (the protected person) will have
temporary custody of the minor children listed below. The Petitioner may give a copy of thls
order to the principal or director of the child's school or daycare. If you do not obey the custody
and parent-time orders listed here, the Petitioner may ask for the court's help (such as an
order to show cause for
contempt):_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

services,__

8

r
I

You will have parent-time as follows:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

If there is a •No Contact" order, you can communicate with the Petitioner only about parenttime matters through: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
9

L..J

No Alcohol or Illegal Drugs - Do not use alcohol or illegal drugs before or during
visitation.

10
11

LJ
LJ

·

No Travel with Children - Do not take the children listed above out of Utah.
Child Support, Spousal Support and other Expenses - The Respondent will:

LJ
LJ

LJ
LJ
LJ
LJ

a.

Pay $ _ _ _ / month in child support.

b.

Have child support withheld from the Respondent's earnings.

(Utah Code§ 62A-11, Parts 4

and5}

c.

Pay $ _ _ _ / month in spousal support.

d.

Pay 50% of the minor children's childcare expenses.
Pay 50% of the minor children's medical expenses, including premiums, deductibles

e.
and co-payments.
f.
Pay$ _ _ _ _ for the minor children's medical expenses related to the abuse
and
$ _ _ _ _ for the Petitioner's medical expenses related to the abuse.

!
!

l•·

t.

[·

12 [__]

Other Assistance Needed (Ust below any other orders needed to protect you and other
protected people listed on page 1 of this
form):._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

'

!

,.i.

~

Orders to Agencies

13 [_J

Law Enforcement to Assist A law enforcement officer
from:·------,--~---:----:-:--:---wlll enforce the orders checked below:
LJ a. Help the Petitioner gain and keep control over home, car or other personal
. belongings.
.
...
. . . . . ..
. .
LJ b. Help the Petitioner obtain custody of the children.
LJ c. Help the LJ Respondent or LJ Petitioner remove essential person~I belongings
from the home.

Modified Prot=liYc Onlct

Approved Board ofDistrict Court Judges May 11, 2098
Revised 101>C 20, 2014
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gEssential personal belongings• means daily use items, such as clothing, medications, jewelry,
toiletries, financial or personal records solely in one person's name; or items needed to work at
a job or go to school.

Warning to the Respondent Do not go into the home or other protected places without- ·
the officer. Law enforcement can evict you or keep you away from protected places, if needed.

14LJ

Investigate Possible Child Abuse - This matter will be referred to the Division of Child
and Family Services for review and possible investigation of child abuse.

To the Petitioner: In 2 years, the Respondent may ask the Court to dismiss the orders on this

f.

page. If that happens, we will need your address so the Court can give y_
ou notice. If your address
changes, you must let the Court ·know at least 30 days before the 2-year period ends on
09/16/2016. .
If you receive services from the Office of Recovery Services (ORS) and want to keep your
address confidential, you must give ORS a copy of your current Protective Order.
The court may amend or dismiss a protective order after one year if it finds that the basis for the
issuance of -the protective order no longer exists and the petitioner has repeatedly acted in
contravention of the protective order provisions to intentionally or knowingly induce the
respondent to violate the protective order, demonstrating to the court that the petitioner no longer
has a reasonable fear of the respondent.
This Order is entered without finding of fault.

FEB 1 7 2015
Sign here ►
Date

Commissioner
Sign here ►

Judge

-

The Respondent fills out below -

·

a-~~

,.

By signing here, the Respondent approves the form, and accepts service of this Prote ·.
waives the right to be personally served.

Respondent's Address
. Street
1259 Norlh 500 west

City

State

Orem

UT

Zip
84057

Respondent's Signature Isl Larry Mota
Apprtm:d Board of District CourtJu~ May 21, 2008
Revised .hmc 20, 2014
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Order is signed when electronically stamped by the Court on the first page

Approved as to form:

Isl D. Grant Dickinson
D. Grant Dickinson
Attorney for Petitioner

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing Amended Protective Order was sent to
Counsel for the Petitioner this 1 oth day of February, 2015 via the Court's electronic filing system.

/s/ Mindy L. Home
Mindy L. Home, Paralegal

•

Modified Prol?:ctivc Order

Approved Board ofDistrict Co111t Jodg<:s May 21, 2008
~Jwic20,2014
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Online Cow1 Assistance Program

., $1;.,~,,i- \J'TAH
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I

Request for Protective Order

1 Petitioner (person asking for protection):

I

Other people protected by this order (relatives or people
who live w.itli.zyoji.)!
Name (Initials only ;r
Relationship
Age
to Petitioner
under18)

Jennifer L. Mota

First

Middle

Last

Address and phone # (to keep private, leave blank):

P.S.M. (0) - child
H. W.M. (0) ... child
T.LM. (0) - chil.d
S.LM. (0) - child
Name and phone number ofPetitioner's attorney (ff a n y ) : - - - - - - - - : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - What is your date of b i r t h ? ·.- ·
If you are under 16 years old, have you ever been married or emancipated by a court? D Yes D No

2 Respondent (person you need to be protected from):

I

I

Lawrence "Larry" Mota, II

First

Middle

Describe Respondent:
Sex
Mah

Last

Race
While (Not Hispanic)

Eyes

Other names used: Larry Mota

DOB

Ht.

Wl

Hair

Relationship to Petitioner: Divorced couple

Blue

Address:

Distinguishing features (like tattoos, scars, limp. etc.):

Brown

Southern California Star with children's initials on it on
back le shoulder

1259 N. 500 W.
Orem, Utah 84057
801-377-0899

Driver's license issued by: Utah
Ex ires: 10/22/2015

Respondent's Employer (Name and address):

Mota Lawn
Self-employed
Other ylaces to find E,~ondent (other work locations,
relatives.friend, hangouts, etc.. - include city/state/zip on

Best Time to find at
this address

Phone number

relative, friend, etc.)

Home

anvtime

80J-J77-0899

Location !YI!e (work,

each address, ifDOSSible)

Larrv's House

DescnbeRespondent's vehicle(s):
Model
Make
Duramax Diesel
Chevv
3-door Truck
Ford
Request for Protective Order

Color
Silver wlMota Lawn loeo
Whitew/ LoYo
1 of 8

License Plates
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Online Court Assistance Program

Has the Respondent used weapons or been violent in the past? !El Yes O No Ifyes, describe here:

In April 2011, after /filed/or divorce Larry became suicidal and threatened to kill himselfwith a
gun, taking a hand gun and leaving, saying he wasn't coming back I called the police as soon as he
left and they said there wasn't anything they could do but they did come to the house to talk with me.
Larry came backjust as the police were driving away. The police didn't see him but he saw them.
He came in and ,vent upstairs io get ready for bed. He told me that he knew that I called the police.
There were two friends downstairs at that time and they called the police to notify them that he was
alright. I refused to talk with the police at that time because I was fearful ofLarry's reaction. In the
morning Larry started arguing with me about calling the police and some other family things. I told
him to stop manipulating me and ifhe was going to kill himselfto just go ahead and do it because I
was done with the controlling behavior. He pulled out a hand gun and started to put the clip in it
saying, "You don't think I will do it?" I picked up the phone and started to dial 911 and he pointed
the gun at me and my youngest child who I was holding and said, "Ifyou dial that last number it
will be the last thing you ever do. " I threw the phone onto the bed and he pointed the gun back at·
himself. After a minute he released the clip out of the gun and put the gun away. I left the room,
got my kids ready for school and drove them to school I then called the police.
Last /all, after our divorce, my kids came home from visiting him one weeked and said to me, "If
anything were to ever happen to you, daddy's new wife would be our new mommy." I told them I
would never intentially go anywhere and that I would always be there. They then said, "No, like if
something bad happened to you, like ifyou died or disappeared or something. " I was very scared
that Larry was planning on killing me so he could get custody ofthe children.
On May 4, 2012, my oldest son came into the house in tears because he was supposed to be going to
his dad's house for visitation. P.S.M. was scared that his dad was going to get him an air soft gun
for his birthday. He told me that he did not want the gun because he "didn't want another air soft
gun for his dad to shoot him witk " I asked him what he meant by his dad shooting him and he told
me that before any ofthe kids can play video games at their dad's house, they have to let their dad
shoot them with an air soft gun and it hurts. I told him that ifhis dad did get him an air soft gun
that he could wait for his dad to not be watching and then take it to the neighbors and they would
keep it.
Then on 6/12/2012, I overheard my two oldest sons arguing about being shot with the air soft gun by
theirfather. P.S.M was saying that their dad says that they are going to play a game and they have
to run and he is going to try and shoot them and they have to run into the bedroom and lock the
door. I am so scared that he is trying to desensi/We them to guns so if he does "loose it" and try to
kill us all that they won't be scared and run from him. All of this coupled with a text I received from
Larry on May 19, 2012, which reads, "For the time being it seems like it is your game in your rules
the way you want it that you have a big surprise coming to be ready sweeti.e" I am fearful for my
life and/or the life ofmy children.

Is the Respondent on probation or parole? □ Yes [El No If yes, list the name of the probation/parole
agency, the officer, and the telephone number here:

3 What is your relationship to the Respondent? (Check all that apply)
Requsst for Protective Order
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Online Court Assistance Program

F

I
I

0 f. We are relatives, in-laws, or related by adoption

0 a. We are married now.

Specijj, relationship:

00 b. We used to be married. Date ofdivorce:

0 g. We are expecting a child now.
Due date:
00 h. We have a child or children together (under 18

06/08/2011
0 c. We live together as a couple.
0 d. We used to live together as a couple.

years old) List below:

[81 e. We live or used to live in the same home.

Child's Name
P.S.M.
H.W.M.
T.L.M
S.L.M.

4

--

Date ofBirth

I

Address

Describe the most recent abuse:
a. When did it happen? 05/19/2012
b. Where did it happen? 2182 N 1450 E, Provo, UT

!_

c. Did the police come? □ Yes 00 No
d. Ifthe police came, answer these questions:

r

What police department came?
What is the case number?

e.

I

i:.

t'
) .

i

Was anyone arrested? 0 Yes O No

Did anyone get a ticket? 0 Yes O No

Descnbe the abuse or domestic violence:

no physical abuse on this occassion
f.

What did the other person do or say to make you afraid?

He said that I had a big surprise coming so to get ready. To me that was a threatfor my life because
of all ofthe other things that have happened over the last year - the kids talking about having a new
mommy ifI disappeared or died and them having to be shot by an air soft gun by their dad before
the:y can play video games. It all feels like a pattern of "what's to come."
g. Did the other person use or threaten to use a gun or other weapon? 00 Yes □ No (Ifyes, describe arry weapons
the Respondent owns and haw they were used against you):

Walther P22 handgun, nickel and black. He pointed it at my face and told me ifI called 911 it
would be the last thing I ever did. He also owns about 10 or more other guns (hand guns, shotguns,
airguns, and one german WWII rifle with a bayonnette). These are all I know of.
h. Wae any children present when this happened? 00 Yes □ No

If"Yes,", who?

The text: P.S.M. & H. W.M; The Gun in face: S.LM.
i.

Who else was there?

Request fa ProtecUve Order
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Online Court Assistance Program

t'

I

no one
j_

Was anyone hurt?

k

Other facts:

5 Describe past abuse (If none, skip to 6)
a_ When did it happen?:
b. Where did it happen?
c_ Did the police come? 0 Yes O No
d. If the police came, answer these questions:
What police department came? Was anyone arrested? 0 Yes D No
What is the case number? Did anyone get a ticket? □ Yes O No
e. Describe the abuse or domestic violence:

6 Other Court Cases
a Are you or the Respondent on probation now for domestic violence? 0 Yes lBl No (Ifyes, who?)
b. Have you or the Respondent ever been involved in any other court case involving either of you or your children?
!El Yes O No (Ifyes, list ALL court cases below):
Type of Case

County and State

Divorce:
114401007;
12PR02959 to be
filed

Utah, Utah

Court Case#
(NOT the police
rcoort#)
1144-01007

Person Involved

Did the judge make
an order?

~You~
Respondent

~ Yes □ No

~
I

I
I

Request for Protective Order
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Online Court Assistance Program

c.

Fill out below if any child listed on page 1 of this form is involved in any other court case, like adoption,
juvenile, or custody, or has been investigated by the Division of Child and Family Services.

TypeofCase

Court or DCFS case number

County and State

(if vou know it)
DCFS #: 1885102; Juv. PO will be
filed 6/14/12
DCFS #: 1885 I02; Juv. PO will be
filed 6/14/12
DCFS #: 1885102; Juv. PO will be
filed 6/14/12
DCFS #: 1885102; Juv. PO will be
filed 6/14/12

Utah, Utah

DCFS Investigation; Juvenile
Protective Order
DCFS & Juvenile Protective Order

Utah, Utah

DCFS & Juvenile Protective Order

Utah, Utah

DCFS Investigation; Juvenile PO

Utah, Utah

Please, Judge, I am asking you to:

@ Order the Respondent to go to a court bearing
[;if Make temporary (ex parte) orders, and
@ After the hearing, make permanent the protective orders I have checked b elow:
7 I:&] Personal Conduct Order the Respondent not to commit, try to commit or threaten to commit any form of
violence against me or any person listed in item I of this form. This includes stalking, harassing, threatening,
physically hurting, or causing any other form of abuse.

8 l:&l No Contact Order the Respondent not to contact, phone, mail, email, or communicate with me in ·any way,
either directly or indirectly.

9

~

Contact for Mediation Order that the Respondent may contact me only during mediation sessions for our
divorce or custody case that are sch¢uled with a Court Qualified Mediator.

Request for Protective Order
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Online Court Assistance Program

w
;
!
I

!

I

10

IRI Stay Away Order the Respondent to stay away from:
!ID a. My current or future: !ID Vehicle O Job □ School !ID Home, premises and property (My current
addresses are listed below):
Home address: 2182 N. 1450 E., Provo, UT
Work address:

j

I
Ii
:I

School address:

!

Vehicle description: 2000 Chevy Venture, Silver
00 b. The school or childcare of the children listed on page l of this form. (The current school and childcare
addresses are listed here)-·

Wasatch Elementary, 1080 N. 900 E., Provo, UT
D c. Other (specify):

11 IRI No Guns or Weapons Order the Respondent not to use, possess, have, or buy a gun or firearm or any of
these weapons: he has 1 0+ guns (hand guns, shot guns, air guns, etc.)
12 0 Property Control Order that only I can use, control and possess the following:
0 a. Home at (address):
□ b. Car, truck or other essential personal belongings (describe):

Orders 12-18 can last up to 150 days after the hearing. If you want them to last longer, explain why on a
separate sheet of paper and attach it to this form.

13 □ Property Control Order the Respondent not to interfere with or change my phone, utility or other services.
14 IRI Child Custody & Parent-time Orders
Give me custody oftbe minor children listed here:

P.S.M., H. W.M., T.L.M., S.L.M.
Give the Respondent parent-time as follows:

I want him to have no visitation for right rww.l ask the court to order no visitation. If that is not
possible, I ask the court to have the transfer take place at the Provo Police department or at either
ofour Bishop's houses.
If you asked for a No Contact Order above, who can communicate only parent-time information to the
Respondent? (Name):

My parents: Scott & Susan Smith or Andrea Mosher

Request for Protective Order

6 ors
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Online Court Assistance Program

r

i

i!
15 !&I No Alcohol or Drugs Order the Respondent not to use alcohol or illegal drugs before or during visitation.
16 !&I Supervised Visitation Provide the Respondent with supervised parent-time as follows: (list name and
phone number ofsupervising agency or person):

ACAFS, 839 N. University Ave., Provo, UT
17 IE] Travel Restrictions Order the Respondent not to take the children listed above out of the state ofUtah.
18 □ Child Support, Spousal Support and Other Expenses.
Order the Respondent to:
D a. Pay$ 0.00 I month in child support according to Utah Child Support Guidelines.

D

b. Pay $ 0. 00 I month in spousal support.
D c. Pay child support by withholding from the Respondent's earnings. (Utah Cede§ 62A-ll, Parts 4 and 5)
D cl Pay 50% of the minor children's childcare expenses.
D e. Pay 50% of the minor children's medical expenses, including premiums, deductibles and co-payments.

0 f. Pay$ 0.00 for the minor children's medical expenses related to the abuse and$ 0.00 for my medical
expenses related to the abuse.

19 D Other Assistance Needed {List below any other orders needed to protect you and other protected
people listed on page 1 ofthis fonn.):

I also ask for these Orders to Agencies:
20 □ Law Enforcement to Assist
Order a law enforcement officer from:
to enforce the orders checked below:
0 a. Help me gain and keep control of home, car or other personal belongings.
D b. Help me obtain custody of the children.

0 c. Help the

□

Respondent or O me remove essential personal belongings from the home.

21 □ Investigate Possible Child Abuse
Refer this matter to the Division of Child and Family Services for review and possible investigation of child
abuse.

22

[El

Guardian for your children
Appoint an attorney to speak for the best interests of the children in this case.

Request for Protective Order
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Online Court Assistance Program

i

I

i
i

The Petitioner must read and sign below:
I swear that:
• I am the Petitioner and I have read this Request for Protective Order.
• I understand it is a serious crime to lie to get a Protective Order. If! lie, I can be charged with a
felony, punishable by up to 5 years in prison.
• The statements in this Request are true and correct to the best of my knowledge.
• I believe I have the right to the protective orders I have asked for in this Request.
• I am not using this Request to harass the Respondent or to abuse the judicial process.
• I have nnt included my nnn-publio infonnatinn m·t1tis dnoum,nt

Date

/

2

/\'b rz__
J

Petitinn«•s,;gnaru,c,► ~

c1er1c or Notary Public fills out below:
Subscribed and sworn to efore me on (date):

+

re~,~

Ci::c

l(Vvs-

i

'
i

.

c1dk/ ·: ·· ·""<-, ·

r==---':!=--!5"-'.....___..c_;=-,-----,~-,-;-->

!

::_:

I
!

Ptah County, Utah
·

f }/_>{ .·_ ~ ·_ .;.

i

.; - :~~-d -.:~ ·. / .'~...::

t·

I

I:
I

i·

I

II

I
i

I

I

i
I

I

I

I
i

Request for Protective Order
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Temporary Protective Order

Case Number.\2J}L/:t}J3lp

Ex Parle Order

County: Utah

~UUIGBv

District: 4th

State: Utah

Judge: ----e-5!=--==lc.A--,.-,~--

---

Commlssloner.--m.tIDVJ

Petitioner protected person
Jennifer L. Mota
Fltst

Other people protected by this order
Name (Initials only if
Age
Relationship
under 18)
to Petitioner
P.S.M. (OJ - child
H. W.M. (OJ - child
T.L.M. (OJ - child
S.L.M. (OJ - child

Last

Mlddifl

Address and phone # (to keep private, leave blank):

Petitioner's Date of Birth: _
Petitioner's attorney (if any): _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Name

Phons#

Describe Respondent
Sex

Lawrence "Larry" Mota, H
F~t

Mldd/11

Mak
Last

Other names used: Larry Mota
Relationship to Petitioner.

Eyes

Hair

1259 N. 500 W.
Orem, Utah 84057
801-377-0899~

Wt
210

Blue

Brown

-

Social Security#
(onl the last 4 numbers)

Divorced couple

Address:

Ht
5'10"

Race
While (Not Hlsplmic)

Distinguishing features (like scars, tattoos, limp;etc.):

SouJhern California Star wiJh chlldren's initials on ii on
f-'bc-=ac:::ck.:..:..i~s::.:.h:.:.o::::ul:c:.'der;;..;__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _-<
Driver's license Issued by: Utah Expires: JD/2212015

Warning! ~ Weapon Involved (Box to be fnit/aled by Court, if appllcable)
Findings: The Court finds there is reason to believe: it has jurisdiction over the parties and this case, the Respondent and
Petitioner arc cohabitants, the Respondent will be served notice of bis/her opportunity to be heard at the scheduled hearing,
and the Respondent has abused or committed domestic violence against Petitioner, or that there is a substantial likelihood
that Respondent immediately threatens Petitioner's physical safety, (Utah Code§ 78B-7-106J
(The cot.rl fl/ls out below.)

The Court orders the Respondent to obey all orders
initialed on t · form and to not abuse, or threaten to abuse, anyone
protect
y this order.

This order lasts until the hearing on:

J LUJE

Month

.............;.X.;.i You must not have any contact with the Petitioner.

27 , "2..0Yeor
1:2..

Day

Or later, if the Court CX1ends time for service.

amlngs to the Respondent:
• This is a court order. No one except the court can change it You can tell your side when you go to court. If you
do not obey this order, you can be arrested, fined, and face other charges.

• This order is valid in all U.S. states and territories, the District of Columbia, and tribal lands. If you go to
another U .S. state, territory or tribal buid to violate this order, a federal judge can send you to prison.
Temporary Protective Or11ec-

1 cf 4
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Online Court Assistance Program
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• No guns or firearms! (See page 2, item 5.)
J'lolenceAgalrut Women Act of1994, 18 U.S.C. §§ 226S, 2262, 18 U.S.C. § 92Z(g)(8)

To: Lawrence "La.rry" Mota, II
Go to the court hearing on the date listed below. If you do not go to the hearing, the
judge can make orders without hearing your side.

Date:

'°12, I

Address:

=roiXa.m. D p.m. Judicial Officer: j'A~
\25 N. \\)Q UJ. 'ftt.C>\lc, UT 'a~lob\ Room: oe~
\"2..

Time: \ \

Obey
all orders initialed by the judge.
Violation of orders 1-6 below is a criminal Class A Misdemeanor, punishable by up to one year in jail and a fine. A
seco~ent violation can result in more severe penalties. utah Code§ 788-7-106.

1

p

~~rsonal Conduct Order Do not commit, try to commit or threaten to commit any form of
violence against the Petitioner or any person listed on page 1 of this form. This includes stalking,
harassing, threatening, physically hurting, or causing any other form of abuse.

2 ~ o Contact Order Do not oonmct, phons mail, o-mail, oc ooDllDllmo>te m any way with !ho
Petitioner, either directly or indirectly.

3

4

~ n t a c t for Mediation You are allowed to have contact with the Petitioner only during court

~ ~tion sessions for your divorce or custody case that are scheduled with a Court Qualified Mediator.

~
·

Order Stay

away"°"'

~ The Petitioner's current or future: IKl Vehicle O Job D School !El Home, premises and
property (list cu"ent addresses below):
Home address: 2182 N. 1450 E., Provo, UT
Work address:
,.( ~address:

,<mlb. The school or childcare of the children listed on page 1 of this form. (List cu"ent school and
□

childcare addresses here): Wasatch Elementary, 1080 N. 900 E., Provo, UT
c. Other (specify):

P"'"',

Warning! It is a federal crime for you to have, possess, transport, ship, or receive any fiieann or
ammunition. including hunting weapons, while this protective order is In effect, even if 5 above is
not initialed.
2 of4

~
I

5 ~ s or other Weapons Tm, Court find, that yomc "" ocpos,ession of• weapon
serious threat ofbann to the Petitioner. You cannot possess, have, or buy a gun or firc:ann or any of
these weapons: he has Jo+ guns (hand guns, shot guns, air guns, etc.)

Temporary Protective Order

I
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Online Court Assistance Program

.___...,! Property Orders Until the hearing, only the Petitioner can use, control and possess the following

6

property and things, but cannot dispose of this property without court approval:
□

a. Home at (address):

D b. Car, truck or other property (describe):

If you violate orders 7 -12, you will be In contempt of court and may be punished.
7

I

l Property Orders Do not interfere with or change the Petitioner's phone, utility or other services.

8

.___....JI Proof of Income
You and Petitioner must bring the following proof of income to the hearing: pay stubs or employer
statements for this year, and complete tax returns for the most recent year.

9

~

Custody & Parent-time Orders

~ C~~~etitioner (the person asking for protection) will have temporary custody of the minor children
listed below. The Petitioner may give a copy of this order to the principal or director of the child's
school or daycare. If you do not obey the custody and parent-time orders listed here, the Petitioner
may ask for the court's help (such as an order to show cause for contempt):
P.S.M.,H.W.M., T.L.M., S.LM.

Tvo:

will have parent-time as follows:

~
·• ·
ht IWW.1 ask the court to order no visitation. If
that is notpossible, I ask the court to have the trans er
lice
dep!frlment or at either ofour Bishop~ houses.
~

JJer ~.Jv-1-e.._,g,, (--10[,!<,c J

by kA-P.s """((

If there is a ''No Contact" order, you can communicate with the Petitioner only about parent-time
matters through:

My parents: Scott & Susan Smith or Andrea Mosher

101...._
11

__,I No Parent Time No parent time is allowed until the scheduled hearing.

~Alcohol or Illegal Drugs

Do not use alcohol or illegal drugs before or during visitation.

12~ T r a v e l with Children Do not take the children listed above out of the state of Utah..

13

!..___....11

Other Orders (List below):

Tempora,y Protecllve Order
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i

Orders to Agencies
14

. _ !_

__.I Law Enforcement to Assist A law enforcement officer from:
will enforce the orders checked below:
□ a. Help the Petitioner gain and keep control over home, car or other personal belongings.
0 b. Help the Petitioner obtain custody of the children.
D c. Help the □ R~dent or □ Petitioner remove essential personal belongings from the home.

"Essential personal belongings" means daily use items, such as clothing, medications. jewelry, toiletries, financial
or personal records solely in one J>=on 's name, or items needed w mrk at a job or go to :rchoo/.

Warning to the Respondent: Do not go to the home or other protected places without an officer.
Law enforcement can evict you or keep you away from protected places, if needed.

1s

. . . . _ _ I_ _ _ ,

Investigate Possible Child Abuse
This matter will be referred to the Division of Child and Family Services for review and possible
investigation of child abuse.

16 ._I_....;;x...;..JI Guardian for your children
The court appoints an attorney to speak for the best interests of the children in this case.
NOTICE TO PETITIONER: The court may amend or dismiss a protective order after one year if it finds that the basis
for the issuance of the protective order no longer exists and the petitioner has repeatedly acted in contravention of the
protective order·provisions to intentionally or knowingly induce the respondent to violate the prot ·
N Ji~()
dem~g to the court that the petitioner no longer has a reasonable fear of the resp dent 0~ 'G,,,t~,E OF f.l,:. 4-1'
Date:

h 'I tf-[ Z- Time: _.,__L>C,_

Dlsablllty and Interpreter Services Asslstive listening systems, sign language and oral language in
available at no charge in protective order proceedings. Contact the clerk's office at least S days bcfure your hearm .

Temporary Protec:Uve Order
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SEP 2 8 2012

4TH 01sm1cr
STATE OF UTAH
UTAH t::OUNTY

Shirl Don LeBaron, Utah State Bar# 5210
LEBARON LAW OFFICES

802 E. Bamberger Dr., Suite B
American Fork, UT 84003-6234
Phone: (801) 756-6288
Fax: (801) 772-0300
Email: shirl@lebaronlaw.com
Attorneysfor Respondent

IN THE FOURTH JUDICAL DISTRICT COURT
IN AND FOR
UTAH COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH

JENNIFER L. MOTA,
Petitioner,

RESPONDENT'S OBJECTION TO
PROTECTIVE ORDER

vs.

Case No.: 124401367

LAWRENCE MOTA, II,
Respondent.

Commissioner Patton

COMES NOW Respondent, Lawrence Mota, by and through undersigned counsel, and
pursuant to Rule 55(c) of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure, hereby respectfully objects to the
Protective Order filed on July 11, 2012 and the result from the oral arguments regarding the
motion to set aside judgment held on September 19, 2012. This objection is based on the
following reasons, more fully explained by Respondent's affidavit and the memorandum
attached to and made a part of this objection.
I. Evidence exists that Petitioner did not meet the criteria of issuing a Protective Order
under the statute; no corroborative testimony was proffered.

Page 1 oft
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2. The court should exercise its discretion to reach the merits of Respondent's arguments.
WHEREFORE, for these reasons, Respondent respectfully requests that the Protective Order
be set aside and that an expedited evidentiary hearing be held on the matter of the Protective
Order, and Petitioner should pay attorney fees.
/")(J._-.\-h

DATED this <Y_V_ day of September, 2012.

f]~~~

Shirl Do
Baron
Attorney for Respondent

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing, RESPONDENT'S OBJECTION
TO PROTECTIVE ORDER, was mailed on the 0-~ day of ~
e.M be, 2012, to the
following:

92"'

Amy Morgan
Attorney for Petitioner
Utah Legal Services
205N400W
Salt Lake City, Utah 84103

/'

'
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FIL'1'm_
SEP 28 2012
4TH DISTRICT
STATE OF UTAH
UTAH COUNTY

Shirl Don LeBaron, Utah State Bar# 5210
LEBARON LAW OFFICES

802 E. Bamberger Dr., Suite B
American Fork, UT 84003-6234
Phone: (801) 756-6288
Fax: (801) 772-0300
Email: shirl@lebaronlaw.com

j

i

I
i

1.
!

Attorneysfor Respondent

I

IN THE FOURTH JUDICAL DISTRICT COURT
IN AND FOR
UTAH COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH

JENNIFER L. MOTA,
Petitioner,

I
I

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
RESPONDENT'S OBJECTION TO
PROTECTIVE ORDERS

vs.

Case No.: 124401367

LAWRENCE MOTA, II,

Commissioner Patton

Respondent

RESPONDENT, Lawrence Mota, by and through counsel, hereby submits the following
Memorandum in support of Respondent's Objection to Protective Orders.

FACTS
1. On or about June 13, 2012 Petitioner filed a Request for a Protective Order.
2.

In support of her request, Petitioner alleges fear, and cites an incident where police were
called more than a year prior in April 2011. Orem City Officers responded to a welfare
check call from Petitioner who appeared to be concerned that Respondent was suicidal.
Repeated statements in the police report indicate she did not feel threatened or concerned
for .her safety. The report also indicated that Petitioner did not believe that Respondent
Page I of6
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r
intended to harm her or himself; and that she felt she could call 911 or leave the room at
any time; rather, she was calling to get the incident reported_ See Respondent's Affidavit

,,

In Support OfRespondent's Objection To Protective Orders (the Affidavit) Exhibit A:

~

Police Report_

l

3. Further, the report indicted it was screened by an Orem City attorney who advised the

!

circumstances of the incident did not rise to the level of criminal conduct.

4. A hearing was scheduled for June 27, 2012.

Ii

I

5. Respondent made a mistake and missed the scheduled June 27, 2012 hearing and

ij

consequently, a completed protective order was entered July 11, 2012.

;

6. Attempting to advocate for himself, Respondent wrote a letter to the Court, which

explained his mistake and excusable neglect for missing the June hearing date. This
I

·i

letter was filed on August 3, 2012 (August letter). As a result, the Court scheduled a

11

Ii,,
11

Notice of Oral Arguments and regarded the August letter as a motion to set aside the

I

\

I

default judgment. Oral Arguments were scheduled for September 19, 2012 (September

I
'1

i

hearing). See the Affidavit Exhibit B: Letter from Respondent, filed August 3, 2012.

7. At the September hearing, Respondent appeared pro se.
8. At the September hearing, Mr. Mota, as a pro se litigant, did not give the Court what it
needed to set aside the judgment because he thought the Court already knew that
information and was looking for arguments on the merit. See the Affidavit 110 -13.

9. In other words, Mr. Mota did not orally state directly to the Court that the basis to set
aside the judgment was pursuant to Utah Rules of Civil Procedure 60(b) "(l) mistake,
Page2 of6
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inadvertence, surprise, or excusable neglect''; even though Mr. Mota explained the
reasons and his mistake in his August letter. See the Affidavit Exhibit B: Letter from

•

Respondent, filed August 3, 2012.

10. Respondent did not directly orally state that the grounds to set aside the judgment were
pursuant to Utah Rules of Civil Procedure 60 (b) (1) mistake, inadvertence, surprise, or
excusable neglect; though Respondent had explained those same reasons and his mistake
in his August letter, for the reasons outlined in his affidavit.

11. As it stands, Mr. Mota faces harm, in reduced interaction with his children, the burden of
paying 100% of the costs of being with his children, possible employment implications,
and many other complications.
12. This was Mr. Mata's first bearing in this case. He does not have a history ofrepeat
appearances before the Court, either as a pro se litigant or with counsel.
l.
!

ARGUMENT
I.

Evidence exists that Petitioner did not meet the criteria of issuing a
Protective Order under the statute; no corroborative testimony was
proffered.
13. Allegations of violence in Petitioner's statements do not rise to the level needed for
issuance of a Protective Order. Utah Code Ann. § 78B-7-l 03(1) provides for the issuance
of a protective order if a "cohabitant ... has been subjected to abuse or domestic
violence, or to whom there is a substantial likelihood of abuse or domestic violence." As
indicated in his affidavit, Respondent has evidence that Petitioner cannot meet this
Page 3 of6
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standard_
14. Further, in Bailey v. Bayles, 2001 UT App 34112; 18 P_3d 1129, the court explained that
to obtain a protective order, as a cohabitant, or former cohabitant, the person is required
to demonstrate, "she had suffered physical abuse or domestic violence, as defined by

Utah Code Ann. § 77-36-1 (1999); and (3) she had an imminent fear of physical harm or,
put another way, a present fear of future abuse" (internal quotation marks and citation
omitted)_ Petitioner failed to allege sufficient reason to support feeling threatened or that
abuse had occurred. None of the alleged acts stemming from the April 2011 incident and
reported in the police report rise to that level, on the contrary it appears Orem City
attorney office indicated the circumstances of this incident did not rise to the level of
criminal conduct which would be required to meet the elements of U.C.A. § 78B-7-103.

II.

l

The court should exercise its discretion to reach the merits of Mr. Mota's

r

arguments.

I

i
15_ In Osborne v_ Osborne, 2011 UT App 150,260 P.3d 202, the Respondent appealed the
district court's findings_ Osborne was a prose litigant and according to the Court he
"wholly fails to marshal the evidence in support of those findings_" However, the court
allowed him to present his arguments because, as the court explained, "although these
violations, in their totality, are grounds for affirming without discussing the issues, we
afford leniency to Mr_ Osborne as a prose litigant, see Lundahl v. Quinn, 2003 UT 11,
"J4, 67 P.3d 100 (per curiam), and exercise our discretion to reach the merits of his
arguments_" Id. ~l ftnt_ 1, (bolded in original).

Page 4 of6
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16. Further, the court explained in Lundahl v. Quinn, 2003 UT 11, i¥J, 67 P .3d 100 that
"Accordingly, this court generally is lenient with pro se litigants. Individuals have a right
to represent themselves without being compelled to seek professional assistance. Where
they are largely strangers to the legal system, courts are understandably loath to sanction
them for a procedural misstep here or there." Further, the Petitioner in Lundahl v. Quinn,

Mr. Mota does not have a history of many appearances before the court.
17. Petitioner was awarded the Protective Order by default originally because Respondent

had mistaken the day of the hearing and was not present; arguments on the merits of
whether or not the Protective Order should be issued have not been heard.

CONCLUSION
Therefore, because Mr. Mota has contradicting that of Petitioner evidence, the matter did
not meet the criteria of issuing a Protective Order under the statute, no corroborative preferred
testimony was proffered. The court should exercise its discretion to allow the Protective Order to
be heard in order to reach the merits of the matter.
WHEREFORE, for these reasons, Respondent respectfully requests that the Protective
Order be set aside and that an expedited evidentiary hearing be held on the matter of the
Protective Order.
DATED this~ay of September, 2012.
.

[J~~(y,
c'5/zuip

7mnL.d-twtn /

Shirl Don LeBaron, Attorney for Respondent
Page 5 of6
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing, lvffiMORANDUM n-T SUPPORT
OF RESPONDENT'S OBJECTION TO PROTECTIVE ORDERS, was mailed on the ~ day
of S?J2b:11bec, 2012, to the following:
Amy Morgan
Attorney for Petitioner
Utah Legal Services

iI

!

r
I

I

l

205N 400 W
Salt Lake City, Utah 84103

f'

~

,.(

/

.·:

t.
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FILE
SEP 2 8 2012
4THD~

STATEoRiTAH
UTAH COUNTY

Shirl Don LeBaron, Utah State Bar# 5210
LEBARON LAW OFFICES

802 E. Bamberger Dr., Suite B
American Fork, UT 84003-6234
Phone: (801) 756-6288
Fax: (801) 772-0300
Email: shirl@lebaronlaw.com
Attorneys for Respondent

IN THE FOURTH JUDICAL DISTRICT COURT
IN AND FOR
UTAH COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH

AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT OF
RESPONDENT'S OBJECTION TO
PROTECTIVE ORDERS

JENNIFER L. MOTA,
Petitioner,

vs.

Case No.: 124401367

LAWRENCE MOTA, II,
Respondent

Commissioner Patton

STATE OF UTAH

)

COUNTY OF UTAH

:ss
)

I, LAWREN CE MOTA, being duly sworn under oath depose and say:
1. I am the Respondent and am familiar with the facts and circwnstances herein. I make these
statements based upon my personal knowledge, information, and belief.
Protective Order allegations not true

2. Most of the alleged facts presented to support the Protective Order are incorrect.
3. In April 2011, during an argument with the Petitioner, I never hurt or threatened her. I never
pointed a gun at her and definitely not at our youngest child. Additionally, the police report,
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attached as Exhibit A, does not include any infonnation about our youngest child being
involved in the altercation contrary to her later statements. See Exhibit A: Police Report.
4. The April 2011 argument ensued over whether to get a divorce. I had wanted to get a divorce
and leave for several years, Petitioner would always make deals with me to get me to stay,
promising to help me move if I would stay longer.
5. ldo keep an unloaded gun at all times as I have a concealed weapons pennit My instructor·
drilled into us the reasons why we should keep an unloaded gun wi.th us at all times. The
police report also confirms that the gun was never loaded.
6. As I read the police report, from the multiple statements, it appears to me that Petitioner did
not feel threatened or concerned for her safety and she never believed I intended to harm her.
7. I have never spoken badly about the Petitioner in front of our children. I have never made
threats to my children or anyone else that I would harm the Petitioner.
8. I have never shot my children with an air soft gun toy as a punishment or before they are
allowed to play video games or do any other activity. The children will ask me to play games
I

with them using their air soft gun toys.

i

I

9_ In regards to the text message that I sent to Petitioner on May 19, 2012, when I stated that
Petitioner would be getting a "big surprise," the surprise I was referring to was the filing of

~
'
I

document to modify child custody, which I filed on June 20, 2012.
10. At the September hearing, I represented myself and now understand that the Court initially
was interested to see if the parties wanted to decide only whether to set aside the protective
order, or if set aside then re-argue on the merits. However, at the time, the court asked me,
Page2 of2
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''How do you want to proceed." I began by repeating my apology similar to my letter as to
my mistake that caused me to miss the June hearing. But, the court stopped me and tried to
clarify by stating, ''No, I did not ask you that, I asked you if you have a preference as to how
we proceed?" I understood from the "No" that the Court was not interested in hearing
anymore about why! missed the hearing; he indicated be had read my letter. So, I was at a
loss of what the Court was asking. Eventually just saying I had no preference. I did not
understand that this was just a procedural question that was being asked.

]

!.(

11. The court then asked Petitioner and Ms. Morgan replied they did want to argue the merits
that day. I thought then, that I would need to present all my arguments.
12. After much further discussion on various issues, the Court stated something like, "Mr. Mota
you have not given me a legal basis to set aside the Protective Order." For reasons explained
above, I understandably thought the court did not want to hear again why I had had missed
the June hearing. I did not know this was the time to explain my mistake and excusable
neglecl I thought the Court was looking for further argument on the merits.
13. However, those reasons to set it aside were stated clearly in my letter that instigated the
September hearing as follows and highlighted in the exhibit: In the first line, "due to my own
excusable negligence." And on the second page of the letter I stated: "I could not wait for
the morning to.come so I could get to the court house to find out what I could do to fix my
mistake." See Exhibit B: Letter from Respondent filed August 3, 2012.
14. I thought I could manage and did not want to spend money needless on an attorney; I was
mistaken as to the procedure at the September hearing. I have since retained legal counsel.
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Dated this &.-2 day of September, 2012.

STATEOFUfAH
COUNTY OF UTAH

)
ss.
)

Lawrence Mota, the Respondent, appeared before me today and proved to me Respondent's
identity in the form of d<i'1ers I jl!.~ t1 S' c.. . Respondent then signed this document in my
presence and affinned that he had read this document, understood its contents, and that the
contents were true of his own personal knowledge, unless an allegation was made on infonnation
and belie£

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this IJ-1- day of

i

SeJ?te111ber , 2012.

I

I

I

j.

I
f

1·

I
i

l
i

r
;

;·

f
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing, AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT OF
RESPONDENT'S OBJECTION TO PROTECTIVE ORDERS, was mailed on the ~·g day of
S
2012, to the following:

epte«i}ze ( ,

AmyMorgan

Attorney for Petitioner
Utah Legal Services
205N 400W
Salt Lake City, Utah 84103
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Orem Department of Public Safety
Deputy Report

Page:

1

Incident Number: 110R15818
Nature: MENThL SUBJECT

Case ~ e r s :

Addr: 1259 N 500 WEST ST
Sl600N/E800W/Nl200N/W4
City: Orem
St: UT

Conplainant:

314227

OR013

Area :

Zip:

84057

Contact:

Alert Codes:
·-

Lst:
Adr:
Rae:
Reported:
Observed:
Offense
Codes,

Fst :
Sx: F Tel:

MENT

Cty:

Mid:
St:

MENT

Mental SUbject
Mental SUbj ect

MENT

Mental Subject

r

DOB:

i

Zip:

i

I
f.

[;

Circumstances:
Responding Officers,

Rsposbl Officer:
Received By:
How Received:
Supervis
When Reported:
04/26/ll

,:

Thompson J

3J352
Johnson K (OR)
3J345
Thompson J
Agency: ORPD
Hicken K
Last RadLog: **:**:** **/**/**
T Telephone
Clearance, RBS Reviewed by
21:13:25 04/25/11

Disposition: CLO

I

I

I

II

Disp Date,

I
I

Occurrd between:
and:

21 :13 :13 04/25/11
21:13:13 04/25/11

I

i

Judicial Sts: OlPL
Misc Entry: Fredrickson

I
I

Modus Operandi:
Factor

j

Description

Method

INVOLVEMENTS:
Date
Description

Relationship

.

,.... ..
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USE OF THIS INFORMA~!/!~\S REGULATED BY t.-J
OREM DEPARTMENT OF PUB~\C SAFETY
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Orem Department of Public Safety
Deputy Report

Page:

2

Narrative Section
Initial Report
Officers responded to a welfare check at 1259 North 500 West.
stated
that she and her husband, Larry, bad a verbal argument today. Jennifer
said that Larry became very upset and stated that he was going to leave.
Larry packed some clothing and took a . 380 handgun, and left the house.
Was concerned that Larry may attempt to hann himself. A short time after
Officers left Larry returned home .
stated that she did not need any
further assistance fran Officers.

Officer J. Thorrpson

SUPPLEMENrAL REPORT
called back and asked to speak with rre when I was off duty.
asked to be transferred to my voicenail and left a message.
stated that her husband, Larry, had begun making suicidal canrnents again.
stated that Larry got a handgun and threatened to kill himself.
said that when she told Lar..fX_,that she would call the police he
threatened her.
~$-®¥- ~1fW~,:li=I-e'e};•:;]~"t~ but she did
not call the police.

I nade contact with
from a phone in the report room of the
police station.
stated that Larry had calmed down and she was not
concerned that he would harm himself.
said that Larry had packed
some
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items and left the house.

w..._a:r-4l

I asked
to tell me about the incident she bad described in her
voicemail.
said that she and Larry were in their bedrocrn talking
when Larry became upset.
stated that Larry got a handgun and
threatened to kill himself.
said that she got a phone and told Larry that she would call
the police_
said that Lan:y pointed the gun at her and said, "Don• t
do that _ u
stated that she did not call the Police.
stated that
Larry then pointed the gun at himself again.
said that she talked to
Larry for a minute and he put the gun down and calmed down.

i

i1·

I
again stated that she did not want me to make contact with
Larry.
said that Larry was no longer in the house, or staying at the
house.
said that that she did not feel like her life was in danger.
stated that she only wanted the incident documented..

i·

I

i

I encouraged
to contact the Victim's Advocates and explained to
her how to obtain a - protective order. I instructed
to call if she had
any further confrontations with Larry and she said that she would. I
contacted Orem City Attorney Paul Johnson and asked for a recorrurendation
regarding possible criminal charges in this case.

I
i

I
t

I explained to Attorney Johnson the circumstances of the incident,
and
statements that she did not feel threatened, she knew the gun
was not loaded., _and__!:ha_t she did not want to pursue criminal charges_

!.

~~bn-adlriseO:: ciiai :the ..ciicµ_instan@.~__9J_._tiri..a.lne:i&-ne: ·liitt.®'t/

~:~
-el.enients·-re..,·~Yea
~ ~
- -~ .. . ·- ~~- . . ·to p\.1isue. ·c. £itiiiiia1
-· . .. . cli?i;s~,.
- -

~s .

fi~-t~t._~~!i~ ~- ~~~- 'µi,t .f~el that~.h er. ~life.
:i..n.~~p. Larry
is not in the home, and therefore does not pose any immediate threat to
well being.
declined to pursue any criminal charges in this
incident. No further action will be taken at this time.

Officer J. Thonpson

USE OF THIS INFOR~·tAL JN
IS REGULATED ':.:'{ Lt 'N
OREM DEPARTMENT c::- ::~:2,~;: SAFETY
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EXHIBITB
LEITER FROM RESPONDENT, Fll.ED AUG. 3, 2011. ;
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Case Number.124401367
Dlstrict 4$ County; Utah
commissioner Patton,
I

Ii

mJaffllMitiij,~:.iii;£Mm--~-e~Wf
l!l.
~~«Jl!lfil.
.. ~ My funner wife.Jennifer Mota filed a

\

I

temporary protective order against me on June 15, 2012. I went to her home this day to pJdt up our

chJldren (not knowing thatthls was filed) for my regular weekend visitation induding Fathers Day. I sat
out front of her home for 15 minutes waiting for the dtlldren to come out. When they didn't come out I
text Jennifer to inform her that I was there to pick up the kids.. Jennifer cf,d not respond to this text so I
called her ceU phone and her home phone and there was still no response. I then called her cell phone

I
l

again and left a voicemail ~ I was~ to go to the polkE station to file a report because this was
not the first time I had dlfflc:ulty plcting up the children. I then left her home and traveled to the police
station. On my way there I received a text from h e r ~ the c:hildren would be out in a minute. I

turned around and he.lded biKk to her home when t noticed some police CiJr$ headed towards her home
and I figured they were there to meet me. I followed 1hem to the part next to Jennifer's home. The
pollceofflter asked meto exit myvehlde and asked lfl had any weapons In thevehlde. I told him yes I
have a concealed weapons permit and always have a gun in my whlde. I exited the vehicle~ two
more poffce officers showfld up atthls time. One c,ffbrwent over to mywtfe's window~ ISked her If
there was a weapon In the Yehide and she said yes. He asked her-to exit the vehicle as well. Toe police

offia!rs then asked me what was going on. I told them I was there to pick up tfle chDdren for my regular
visitation time and that JennJf'er would not send the ch11dren out to me. At th'5 time, another poUce
offia!r showed up and informed that there was ~ to the situation. I was then informed that Jennifer
had ffled a protective order apJmt me and that I was to hrle no contact what so werwith her. I said
ok that Is fine how do I get the chDdm'I7 I was informed that I was not allowed to haw any amtact with
my chDdren aswell. At thls time my wife started aylfll and I wu CQr1fused as to why this was
happening. The police officer then gave me the written protmive order. The police officers Informed
that a hearfrw was scheduled for June -z:tt'. They mad me If I hid any guns .i: home besides the one
that is in my whide. I told them yes I do. They said you are no longe," allowed to be In possession of
any ~nm. TI., told me that my wife needed to collect any and 111 the fire-arms and to ~them out
of our home immediately. At this time my wife took po5!5e55ion of all the guns and vacal2d them from
our home. I have not hart posSP91on of or In contact with any ffnHnns sfnm lhBt cay. I followed the
temporary p ot2dive order exactly as stated. On J1me 19111 I was served wiH the full temporary
prote<:tlYe order. Al I ~ dtrough this order I Will In dlsbdief at the Iles that JeMlfur told to get this
protective order. I knew that I was goln£ to need to collect infDnnation to prove my side ofthis 51ory.
For the neat week I tad to tolllad: the Omn Paliat station and the PnM, Polk:e station to pt
copies of police reports that were fi1ed by me and Jennifer. I collected letters from famJlr members,
friends and coworlrers statf"8 my character. I wanted to make sure I had everytHna I needed to prove
; I good fldher and that I would d o ~ to tliMI my chlldren In my llfe. I ilhways knew that
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my hearing was scheduled for June 21"' at 11:00 am. I was not BOing to miss this hearing and I was going
to be prepared for it. On Wednesday (the 21") my wife and I were getting everything together. We had
to go bade to the police st.rtion and pidc up the final reports because ittook a few days to get them and
that's when my wife looked at the prot2ctive order to double chedt the time and realized th.It today was
the 27'1' not tomorrow. We always had it in our head that the hearq was Thursday June '1.tt' at 11:00
am. I knew the date Ijust didn't get the day of the week right. I don't know why I had assumed that It
was Thursday and it Is sometlq that I will never forgive myself for. When I realia!d I had missed the
h ~ and that I may hiMt lost my dlBdren I thought l was going to pass out. I was so sfck to my
stomach. 1could not sleep at au 1hat nigftt and could not wait for the momJng to come so I could get to
the court house to find out what I could do to
I was at the court house at 7:55 am. I
went there and was told that it was done and there was nothing I could do at that time. Iwent home to
research on the computer what I muld do to get another hearing. I filled out the forms (Ol"what I
thought\llen!the conec:tforms) and filed them that day. A week lmr I c:aJJed the murtto ae what was
going on with my petition and was Informed that It was denied because Jtwas mcone,ct and that I
needed to write a letter to the Judie and request another hearing.

I

I
i
I

I

~
I

!

flxm'@Jtim

1hfs 'Ir.IS a ve,y frnportant court hearirc to me as it was a chance for me to tell my side ofthe
story and 5UJJPly i1U of the documents and S U ~ lnformldon I haw prepa,e4 iJ5 well IIS have a
chance to have the order dismissed so I could have visitation with my children again. It has been a
month and a halfsina! I have seen or-talked to my duldren in any way and I miss them veiy much. I am
not ai dan,erto Jennifer, myself, or my children as Jennifer has stated to obtaln this protective order. I
desperat2ly hope that you will allow meto have anotherhearfrw (In the very near future) $0 I can have

the opponunl\y to defend myself. I admit fautt on missfr.r the orfalMI a,urt date and would prantee I
would not miss or be late Ifgiven another hearing. Please. order another hearing. I need my chi!dren

and they need me. I would do anythlngfor them.

Please advise me of your decision at your eartlest CDIMflience. Thank you fortaans the time to
read this letter-~ cr,,ukrttleoptians.

Sincerely,

~

Larry Mota

I

I
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Shirl Don LeBaron, Utah State Bar# 5210
LEBARON LAW OFFICES

802 E. Bamberger Dr., Suite B
American Fork, UT 84003-6234
Phone: (801) 756-6288
Fax: (801) 772-0300
Email: shirl@lebaronlaw.com
Attorneys for Respondent

IN TI-IE FOURTH JUDICAL DISTRICT COURT
IN AND FOR
UTAHCOUNTY,STATEOFUTAH -

t

,-I
'

JENNIFER L. MOTA,
RESPONDENT'S REQUEST TO
DISMISS PROTECTIVE ORDER
(issued more than two years ago)

Petitioner,
vs.

Case No.: 124401367
LAWRENCE MOTA, II,
Respondent.

JudgeMcVey
Commissioner Patton

Respondent, by and through counsel, requests that the Court dismiss the Protective Order
issued more than two (2) years ago on July 11, 2012, per Utah Code 78B-7-l 15 for the following
reasons:
1.

:':'

Petitioner no longer has a reasonable fear of future abuse as set out by the following
factors by one or both parties:
a

Respondent has complied with the terms of the Protective Order.

b. Respondent has not violated the Protective Order during the time it was in force.
c. There have been no claims of harassment, abuse, or violence by either party
during the time the protective order was in force.

000162

d. There has been no counseling or therapy undertaken by either Petitioner or
Respondent.
e. The dismissal of the Protective Order will result in a positive impact on the minor
children of the parties. The children will be able to communicate with their father
whenever they want too. If they want to call their father they will be able to.
Their father will be able to attend school events, church services, and
extracurricular sports. Their father will be able to take them camping and other
outdoor activities.

I, the Respondent, swear that:
•

I am the Respondent and I have read this Request to Dismiss.

•

The statements in this Request to Dismiss are true and correct to the best of my
knowledge.

•

I am not using this Request to Dismiss to harass the Petitioner or to abuse the judicial
process.

•

I have not included any non-public information in this document.
Date: 8/25/2014

Respondent's signature: '""Is"-/=L=arry~=M=o=ta=--------

Clerk or Notary Public fills out below:
Subscribed and sworn to before me on 8/25/2014 in Utah

County, Utah.

--'J=-=a=c=k=
ie'--'J'-"o'-=-'K=in=r'-"o=ss=---__,, Clerk I Notary Pub Ii c

Clerk or Notary's Signature:

Isl Jackie Jo Kinross
Notary Public-State of Utah
Commission #667073
Comm. Exp. 05-29-2017
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Orem Department of Public Safety
Deputy Report

Page:

Incident Number:

1:!.ORl.5818
MENTAL SUBJECT

Nature:

Case ~ e r s :

Addr: 1.259 N 500 WEST SI'
S1600N/ES00W/NJ200N/W4
City:

st:

Orem

Complainant:

314227

Zip:

UT

Contact:

84057

Alert Codes:

Mid:

Fst:

Lst:

Adr:
Rae:
Reported:
Observed:
Offense
Codes :

St:

cty:

SX: F Tel:

MENT

Mental Subject
Mental Subject

MENT

Mental Subject

I'll.ENT

OR013

Area:

Zip:

Circumstances :
Responding Officers:
Rspnsbl Officer:
Received By:
Bow Received:
Supervis

When Reported:

Thompson J

3J352

Jolmsan K (OR)
3J345
Thompson J
Agency: ORPD

Last RadLog: **:** :**
Clearance: RBS

Hicken K
T
Telephone

21:13:25 04/25/11

Disposition: CLO

**/**/**

Reviewed by

Disp Date:

04/26/ll
occurrd between:
and:

21: 13 :13 04/25/11
21:13:13 04/25/11

Judicial Sts: CNPL
Misc Entry: Fredrickson

Modus Operandi :

Factor

Des=iption

Method

INVOLVD-1ENTS:

Date

Description

RelatiClllship
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Deputy Report
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Narrative Section

---------------------------------------------------- ----------- -------- -Initial Report
Officers responded to a welfare check at 1259 North 500 West.
stated
that she and her husband, Larry, had a verbal argument today. Jennifer
said that Larry became very upset and stated that he was going to leave.
Larry packed some clothing and took a .380 handgun, and left the house.
~las concerned that Larry may attempt to hann himself. A short time after
Officers left Larry returned home.
stated that she did not need any
further assistance from Officers.

Officer J. Thorrpson
SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT
called back and asked to speak with rre when I was off duty.
asked to be transferred to my voicerrail and left a message .
stated that her husband, Larry, had begun making suicidal comments again.
stated that Larry got a handgun and threatened to kill himself.
said that when she told Lar..!Y.J;hat she would cEJ.l the police he
~'te-'"'¥.flia~·
~,'?.;.·~~i-ce.e-:;;i;,.,,.t~t:5ea¼efie
-1,'; --·---- ·- -=-~-,
·
threatened her.
L.;;,,.,,;,: '½'ile~'
-~~
r; but she did
not call the police.

>-· •

specifically requested that Officers do not make contact with
Larry.
ffii'.~~"1:;~~~di.¾:net;· ~~~J_j!i:"m:- -~-g~ ;,t-~~--tt•fo,- -fi:l;~~.
said t h at she di d ~t:7rie-Eo·call her back.
s tate d that
~M/it._tit'i~:~~~~~~-~~e®i
I nade contact with
from a phone in the report room of the
poli ce station.
stated that Larry had cal med down and she was not
concerned that he would harm himself.
said that Larry had packed
some

000101

e
items and left the house.
~}

I asked
to tell me about the incident she had described in her
voicemail.
said that she and Larry were in their bedroom talking
when Larry became upset.
stated that Larry got a handgun and
threatened to kill himself.
said that she got a phone and told Larry that she would call
the police.
said that Larry pointed the gun at her and said, "Don't
do that."
stated that she did not call the Police.
stated that
Larry then pointed the gun at himself again.
said that she talked to
Larry for a minute and he put the gun down and calmed down.

again stated that she did not want me to make contact with
Larry .
said that Larry was no longer in the house, or staying at the
house.
said that that she did not feel like her life was in danger.
stated that she only wanted the incident documented.
I encouraged
to contact the Victim's Advocates and explained to
her how to obtain a- protective order. I instructed
to call if she had
any further confrontations with Larry and she said that she would. I
contacted Orem City Attorney Paul Johnson and asked for a recommendation
regarding possibl e criminal charges in this case.
I explained to Attorney Johnson the circumsta~ces of t he incident,
and
statements that she did not feel threatened, she knew the gun
was not loaded~ and that she did not want to pursue criminal charges.

·~{.~~4~-~:~~e~~-~ ~~=~=fe·~{1~~s..l ~cj dent.~dfrl.®.'t,,
§Jf,a,@··t~t sae· dic;i_.ppt fe.et tliaf_her·.~life.. ;_;~~. :i.n.:ckng_~r-'. Larry
is not in the ho~ , and therefore does not pose any immediate threat to
well being.
declined to pursue any criminal charges in this
incident. No further action wi ll be taken at this time.

Officer J. Thorrpson
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I
l

Officers responded to a welfare check at 1259 North 500 West. .
stated
that she and her husband, Larry, had a verbal argument today. Jeru1ifer
said tha t Larry became very upset and stated that he was going to leave.
Larry packed some clothing a,.,d took a .380 handgun, and left the house.
Was concerned that Larry may attempt to harm himself. A short time after
Officers left Larry returned home.
stated that she did not need any
further assistance from Officers.

Officer J. Thompson
SUPPLEMENTPL REPORT
called back and asked to speak with me when I was off duty.
asked to be transferred to my voicerrail and left a message.
stated that her husband, Larry, had begun making suicidal comments again.
stated that Larry got a handgun and threatened to kill himself.
said that when she told Larry that she would call the police he
threatened her.
stated that she did no t feel threatened, but she did
not call the police.
specifically requested that Officers do not make contact with
Larry .
said that that she did not feel like her life was in danger .
said that she did not want me to call her back.
stated that
she only wanted the incident documented.
I rrade contact with
from a phone in the report room of the
stated that La=y had calmed down and she ~~snot
concerned that he would harm himself.
said t hat Larry had packed

police station .
SO!ll=

i.

-
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items and left the house.
safety_

said that she was not concerned for her

I asked
to tell me about the incident she had described in her
voicemail_
said that she and Larry were in their bedroan talking
when Larry became upset.
stated that Larry got a handgun and
threatened to kill himself.
said that she got a phone and told Larry that she would call
the police.
said that Larry pointed the gun at her and said, "Don't
do that . "
stated that she did not call the Police_
stated that
Larry then pointed the gun at himself again .
said that she talked to
Larry for a minute and he put the gun down and calmed down.
stated that she did not feel threatened because she saw that
the._gµn was unloaded .
said that she also did not believe that Larry
intended to harm her or himsel f .
stated that she f elt that she could
have dialed 911 and Larry would not have stopped her .
said that Larry
did nothing to prevent her from leaving, and that she felt she could have
left the bedroo~ at any time.
again stated that she did not want me to make contact with
Larry.
said that Larry was no longer in the house, or staying at the
house.
said that that she did not feel like her life was in danger_
stated that she only wanted the incident documented.
I encouraged
to contact the Victim's Advocates and explained to
her how to obtain a protective order. I instructed
to call if she had
any further confrontations with Larry and she said that she would. I
contact ed Orem City Attorney Paul Johnson and asked for a recommendation
regarding possible criminal charges in this case.
I explained to Attorney Johnson the circumstances of the incident,
and
statements t~..at she nid not feel threatened, she knew the g.iin
was not Jaa.c;tea, and that ~did ~ot ~ant to pursue criminal charges.
Attorney Johnson advised that the circumstances of this incident did not
meet .t he elements required to pursue criminal charges_
stated that she did not feel that: her life was i n danger. Larry
is not in the home, and therefore doe~ not pose anl, · iiirrfieruace-· threat to
well being .
declined t o pursue any criminal charges in this
incident- No further action will be taken at this tirre.

Officer J. Thompson
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P--R-0- C- E - ·E-D-l-N- G-S

(September

2

1

Make your appearances please .

Jennifer Mota .

She ' s present wi th me .
Shirl LeBaron present with Larry

MR . LEBARON :

7

8

Grant Dick in son on behalf of

MR. DICKINSON :

5

6

Calling Mota versus Mota .

'l'HE COMMI SSIONER :

3

30, 20 1 4 )

Mota , the mover in this matter .
THE

9

COMMISSIONER :

10

issues before the court?

11

MR . DICKINSON:

Have we resolv ed any of the

One, Your Honor .

There was one

12

concern about the, Mr . Mota going to events for the

i 3

childnm .

14

no t be included in the protective order anymore so the schoo l

15

should not be a protected place nor the children's church , or

16

any other location where the children have a special event

17

excep~ to my client's home .

18

today , if the protecti ve order r ema i n s in place we would

19

ask that her home continue as a protected place and that

20

the children's school and their church not be protected

21

places .

22

It's our understanding that that parL should

•rHE COMMISSIONER :

Mr . LeBaron ,

So whatever the result i s

1'hank you .

I don't know that it ' s relevant to

24

today's hearing .

But when we were here before I indicated

25

that I questioned about whether or not even if I d ismissed

PJ.I.GE 3

this if federal law would allow your client to possess a
2

firearm .

It ' s really not relevant for what wear~ doing bul

3

I was wondering if you found out the answer to that

4

quest i on .
MR . LEBARON:

5

Yes, I did, Your Honor .

And I gave

6

a copy of this to counsel and I have copies for you .

7

Unfortunat ely I did not just include the perlinent parts, bu i

8

ou r government l ikes to use paper .

But the controlling statute, Your Honor, is ti tle

9

921 for definitions of a firearm .

10

18 USC

I have tagged that

11

as 1 .

12

refers to 18 use 922(g) , in parentheses (1) through (8) .

13

The pertinent part is ( 8) which is on t he follow ing page

14

after Tab-3 .

2 are the amendmenls for that which is 2006 .

Then

And then the amendments are tabbed as 4 .

So if I can approach and give t~is to the court .

15

16

The bottom line is there has to be a, a court order in

·, 7

pJ ace .

THE COMMI SSIONER:

So it's, they ' re only

19

restricted from possessing a firea rm as long as the court

20

order is in place?
MR. LEBARON:

21
22
23
24

Yes, or they have been convicted of

a cri me .
THE COMMISSIONER :

Okay .

So t hat is a change in

the law since I took t he bench I believe .
MR . LEBARON:

Yes .

I believe so .

PAGE 4

It's important to know .

1

THE COMMISSIONER :

2

Mr . LeBaron, we a r e here on your client's motion

3

to set aside or dismiss the protective order action at this

4

time pursuant to statute .

Go a head .

ARGUMENT BY MR. LEBARON

5

MR . LEBARON :

6

'Thank you .

A3 the court mentioned

7

we come to court pursuant to the Utah Code Section 78B-7-115

8

Dismissal of a Protect i ve Order .

9

A

protective order was granted in this matter on
My client Mr . Mota was not present on that

10

June 27th , 2012 .

11

day .

12

following day .

13

court

14

sore .

1 r

court ruled that what Mr _ Mota had filed was not sufficient

16

under ~he code or under the law to set aside the matter .

I:)

He had miscalendared the day , thought it was the
Went to the

following mo rning , filed a written request of some
I then got involved .

But ul t imately the district

So for the past two years or since June 2012 the

17
18

Realized that late that nigh t .

protective order has been in place .

19

The legislature in their wisdom , of course in 2009

20

was the l ast amendment , indicates that after two years that,

21

if the court determines that the petitioner no longer has a

22

reasonable fear of future abuse, i t may be dismissed or

23

amended .

24

In determining whether the petitioner

25

no longer has a reasonable fear of future

PAGE 5

•
abuse t he court shall consider the
2

iollowjng factors .

3

And I ' m sure the court is already aware of those

4

factors .
So a person who presently has a protective order

5

!can ' t simply just say I'm still afraid , I still have fear .
7

There has to be a reasonable basis for lhat, and the court

8

and the legislature sets out some of those criteria .

9

And so we're not here to retry the case that was

10

rendered on , or t h e decis i on on June 27th, 2012, .but since

i 1

t hat date .

12

( a)

whether the respondent .. .

13

Mr . Mota .

14

. .. has complied with treatrnenl

15

recomme nd ations related to domestic

16

v iolence entered at the time the

17

protective o r der was entered .

18

There was none that was entered .

19

20

{b ) whether t he protective order was

vio l ated du r i ng t he time it was in

22

force .

23

And it was not .

25

no

treatment recommendations that were offered .

21

24

'I-!1ere was

There were no viola t ions , t here

were no alleged violat i ons , there were no charges .
( c) claims of harassment, abuse , or

PAGE 6

1

violence by either ~arLy during the time

2

the protective order was in force .

3

There was none .

There were no 911 calls .

I have

4

not received any documents, you know, from, from counsel .

5

I anticipate that they are going to argue the 2012 reasons

6

for the protective order .

7

(d)

counseli ng or therapy undertaken

8

by either party .

9

There has been none .

And 1 would submit to the

10

court that if Mrs . Mota continues to assert that she has

11

reasonable fear or had fear even at that time, she has not

12

undergone therapy or counseling .

13

that so I think that is telling, Your Honor .

14

that is why the legislature indicates that the court shall

15

consider that as one of the factors .

16

And we have no reports of
And I think

(e) impact on the well-being of any

17

minor cnildren of the parties, if

18

relevant .

19

We in fact have proffered in our motion that in

20

fact unfettered access to the children, who Mr . Mota loves,

21

and they love him as the father, would best be served, would

22

serve their well-being to be abJe to attend their events,

23

even if their mother is present .

24

to conduct themselves appropriately even without a

25

protective order .

Certainly they would need

And so that is important .

PAGE 7

•
And then ,
2

(f) any other factors the cou rt

3

considers relevant to the case before

4

it .
I don ' t know of any other factors .

6
7

The court

certainly may have some but certainly a-Counsel, I've read that on

'rHE COMM.ISS I ONER :

8

numero~s occasions .

1 haven't got a clue what they meant .

9

So I just sort of let counsel wander around and argue

10

whatever they want on that issue .

11

this paragraph .
MR. LEBARON :

13

14
1 -

' ::>

18

Yes .

THE COMMI SS I ONER :

So if you ' ve got someth ing e J se

you want to argue, counsel, you go right ahead .

l'-m . LEBARON :
THE

17

So I'm doing it under

I don'L .

COMMISSIONER:

Because I, I don ' t know what

they meant so-MR. LEBARON :

I

don't other. t han (a) through (e)

19

has been complied with .

20

you kn ow, philosophy 101 as a f r eshman at BYU , (a) through

21

( e) , therefore ( f) .

22

Therefore deductive reasoni ng from,

So t h aL would be our argument , Your Honor .

23

still have a mod ification pendi ng .

24

acrimony we're trying to deaJ with .

25

the pro t ective order should be djsmissea .

We

There is still some
But we believe that

PAGE 8

For those reasons I'll submit it to the court and
2
3

ultimately for the well-being of the children .
We further assert and anticipate that she no longer

4

has a reasonable fear based upon the cr i teria that the

S

legislatur e has propounded in this s t atute .

6
7

8

Thank you .

THE COMMISSIONER :

ARGUMENT BY MR. DICKINSON
MR . DICKINSON:

One thing that's interesting about

9

this statute is that it's (short inaudible ) with the recenl

10

Patoli (phonetic) decision in requiring t h e reasonable fear

11

standard in regards to ongoing protective orders .

12

THE COMMISS IONER :

Counsel, as far as , and I want

13

to say this to both of you , I don't thi~k that was dealt

71

with in the Patoli (phonetic) decision at all.

15

they dealt wjth was the original statute .

16

I mean, all

In my mi nd it may create , notice I 1 m sayi ng may,

17

I'm no~ ruling , I !m o pining , not o n t h is case, on some case

78

that may come in the futu r e that if someone were to s how up

79

and argue to me, you know , they have created a !aches, a back

20

door laches provision here by stating that i t could be

21

dismissed afte r two years if th e re's no reasonable, showing

22

there ' s no reasonable fear that they have a statute , a

23

defacto laches prov ision that if the abuse is more than two

24

years ago that in fact reasonable fear can then be

25

considered because they put

jt

at t h e back end and not front
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1

end .

2

Now , whether or not I go with that I'd warit to

3

hear an exceptional argument from the attorney on the other

4

side as to whether or not that applies .

5

But I think i t is interesting, you know,

6

Mr . Dickinson, I

think it ' s extremely interesting .

7

Utah Court of Appeals didn't bother to

8

what that means at all .

9

and said no , here it is .

10

MR_ DICKINSON:

And th e

advise me what they,

They just threw it at the beginning

And it goes a little deeper than

77

that in my opinion is because we've got the case law that

12

says you cannot d e ny a protective order simply based on the

73

passage of time .

14
is

T HE COMMI SS I ONER:

Not just case law, it's

statutory .

76

MR . DICKINSON :

17

MR . LEBARON:

It. I s statutory .
Your

Honor,

. .c

1. I.

So, I mean, we--

I might just

18

respond .

79

out.

20

the reasonable fear of future abuse twice, not past abuse .

21

It's specifi c ally in that case did not deal with this statute

22

specifi cally .

23

addressed this statute .

I'm sorry to interrupt .

I was going to bring this

But the statute t wice in subsection (1) talks about

And I looked for cases of recent that
T'here are none .

24

MR . DICKINSON :

25

THE COMMIS S I ONER:

Yes .

And that's--

We've got all kinds of

PAGE 1C
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problems.

And in fairness to both counsel you ought to be

2

aware of the fact that the commissioners i n this sta te are

3

meeting o n Friday for commiss i oner training .

4

subj ects that is going to be discussed is whether or not

S

the commissioners will recommend to the leg i slature that

6

they amend this statute to fix t hi s problem .

7

Because we think that it creates a situation for good

B

attorneys who actu ally read stat11tes and try to follow

9

statutes like your s elf , okay , a problem .

One nf the

Okay .

In other words, wh y draft into a statute an

10
11

ambiguity for good attorneys who actually read the

12

statutes .

So that may be cured .

13

MR. DI CKI NSON :

1 .1

THE COMMISSIONER :

we don't know .

Who knows .
But we can, I s uspect the

1-~
-

comm i ssioners are going to recommend that th e l egisla tors at

16

l east look at it.

17

MR. DICKINSON:

Well it is, yes, it's an

18

interesting conundrum that they put u s in because in Patoli

79

(phonetic ) it says simply i f thGre ' s, basically they lay 1t

20

out there , if there's any kind of hi story o f domestic

21

violence you can get a protective o rd er .

Now th is statute

22

seems to put in a laches arg ument there .

But then they

23

also have the case law, and the stat u te says can't deny it

24

s imply because of the passage of time .

25

Now going down the f actors, I don ' t take a l ot of

?AGE 11

issue with what Mr . LeBaron has said .
2

Except for in (d) ,

and obviously jn (f) .

In (d) there was one concern .

3

He said that there

4

was none ordered .

5

he said in regards to (a ), there was ncine ordered so he

6

didn't do any .

7

needed, he just said he didn't do any .

8
9

I guess , sorry, going back to Lhe thera~y

Now , that doesn' t mean there wasn't any

Now, if we remember back from the time of the
proleclive order there was a hearing, he was given an

10

opportunjty to be there at that hearing, he wasn ' t there

11

for a miscommunicat ion or miscalculation of dates , for

12

whatever reason wasn ' t there .

73

set as:.de .

14

he jumped into the fact that he wanted time with his kids .

15

Now , there was some talk abou t how some of these

He did file a mot ion to

And at the hearing on the motion to set aside

16

things were true and others were exaggerated, and he didn't

17

go into s pecifics , but he didn ' t make any spec i fic denials

18

as to what was in the pro tective order .

19

Now, if anythi ng in the protective order is true

20

or if he had committed domestic violence I would suggest that

2i

he would have to do at least some counseling in regards to

22

that, if it s anger management or some other kind of

23

counseling in order to get treatment to con trol any kind

24

domes tic violence .

?_::,

.

NOH,

this is also pertinent becc.use DCFS wrote a
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1

report in regards to that first hearing in which the

2

children reported to DC2S that father had shot them with an

3

airsoft gun as recently as two weeks prior to the hearing,

4

two weeks pr j or to the irrvestigation, I shouJd say .

5

that when father is mad he picks them up by their necks and

6

slams them into the wall .

7

their ~egs over the stair railing for run .

8

only play video games if father is allowed to shoot them

9

with the a i rsoft gun .

10

And

And that he will hang them by
And they can

And sometimes when he's playing

around with them he sits on them untiJ they can't breathe .
So I would posit with lhaL report he probably

11
12

should have done some counseling, maybe a parenting class,

13

but he hasn ' t done it .
Now , I th ink as we go to (f), one of the factors

14

15

that should be another relevant factor is the severity of

16

the past abuse, or at Jeast the severity of the past

17

of abuse .

threats

In my client's original request there was , one of

i8

19

the threats was that the children were go ing to hav e a ne w

20

mommy at that time .

21

wife .

22

threat .

23

worried that he was go i ng to kill her.

24

and ev i dence was presented at the time of the first hearing

25

that he had told her h ow he could kill her and get away with

Mr . Mota was already seeing his now

And but my wife, I ' m sorry, my client took that as a
And in fact, she listed it in the r e that she was
They had had talks
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1

it, how he would take her into the desert , spread plastic

2

around-MR. LEBARON:

3

Your Honor, I'm going to ohjAct .

4

This i s, is not heard on the merits, that it's hearsay and

~

wasn't even part of the original applica ti on for a protective

6

order .

7

MR . DICKINSON :

It \•las in ma:king mom disappear .

8

MR . LEBARON:

9

THE COMMISS I ONER :

And in anything else that-I will allow him to argue

10

anything that is in the origina l petition for a protective

11

order .
Thank you, Your Honor .

12

MR. DI CKINSON :

13

He made very specific allegations in regards to

14

what he was going to do with her so that the kids could have

1S

a. new mom .

Now, sinc e the protective o rd er was entered ,

16

17

you re right, we don't have any direct allegations aga i nst

18

Mr . Mota f or conduct .

19

damage, of damage that has been done to cars that ' s

20

consistent with courl hear i ngs .

21

of damage that has been done to other people' s cars--

22

MR . LEBARON:

23

MR. DICKINSON :

24
25

We have a lot of suspicions of

We have a lot of suspicions

Objection, Your Honor .
consistent with court

hearings .
MR. LEBARON:

I don't thin k it's proper for a
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proffer to state suspicions and that type of thing .
THE COMM IS SIONER :

2

Actually I find that very

3

helpful to you, Mr . LeBaron , because I figured if they had

4

evidence they would be telling me their evidence .

5

Whenever people tel l me their suspicions that ' s like telling

6

me I don ' t have any evidence because if I had that I would be

7

submittjng that, so instead I ' ll tell you my suspicions .
MR_ DICKINSON:

8

And that ' s the concern,

9

Your Honor, is that he ' s been able to toe the line, but he

10

hasn't necessarily left us enough evidence to show that he

17

crossed

j

t .

72

He did make specific allegations at the time of the

73

original protective order t hat he was going to cut her brakes

14

on the vehicle and it would be seen as an

75

then he does things like cut the .. .

76

spark plug wires end up cut after a hearing .

17
·1

s

79
20
21

accident .

And

'.Phen the

Well , okay .

He made a specific allegation that he would tie
her up and drive her into a remote place in the mountains,
cover himself in some sort of plastic from head to toe .
Place me in a large piece of p lastic .
Either stab me with an ice cycle so a
weapon would not exist and slowly slice
He

23

my throat open and let me bleed out .

24

would dismember my body with a chainsaw,

25

wrap i t in pieces, lay it in a vehicle
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•
covered in plastic .

Then he would

2

destroy any plastic or any artic l es to

3

kill or, used to kill or dismember me

4

eithe r by fire or moving them to a

5

different place .

6

to the bottom of a lake or ocean .

7

body parties would then be disbursed

8

throughout the mountains away from the

9

original scene so a crime scene could not

Sinking me with weights
My

10

be located .

11

I mean , he's followed through on past threats whe r~

12

he said says I'll get you back--

13

MR. LEBARON:

74

Who was Lha L

said to?
That

DICKINSON:

15

MR.

16

MR. LEBARON:

17

MR.

i8

MR. LEBARON:

79

MR. DICKINSON:

20

Excuse me, Your Honor .

1 r,

\•iaS

said to my client .

person?

In person.

DICKINSON:

No witnesses?

Whe n was that sajd?

It \vas prior to the, lhe initial

protective order being sought .

21

Now , my client has gone through therapy .

22

she ' s gone to several sessions at Wasatch Mental Health and

23

continues to do--

24

25

THE COMMI SSION8R:

I mean,

Where in her request for

protective order did s h e write that kind of stuff?
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What she wrote in her original

MR _ DICKINSON :
2

request for a protect iv e order was that dad was go ing to find

3

a new mommy for the children .

4

Your Honor .
THE COMMISSIONER :

6

Let me find the exact spot,

I'm looking for this , he ' s

going ~o dress in plastic and she's-And we, the specific items

MR _ DICKINSON :

7

They wou ld have been

8

weren ' t included at that time _

9

i n cluded at a hearing, but the hearing was relatively
There was a small amount of evidence presented

10

short .

11

because he wasn ' t presen t, but there was evidence

12

presen~ed .

13

curren t th reat with, coup l ed with the past trigger and

14

referred to (short inaudible) and the court ' s ruling _

15

there was some evidence p r esent ed _

16

been challenged addi ti onal ev i dence would have been

17

present€d to support t h e protective order .

And the court made findings in regards to a

MR _ LEBARON :

Had any of that evidence

Your Honor, that is what my

19

objection is is that any a rgument be lim i ted to the

20

temporary request for tempor ary protective order,

21

pa rticularl y page two t hat sets those o u t .

22

But

'I'HE COMMISSIONER :

I'm going to sustain it

23

because I don't know how h e prepares , Mr_ Dickinson , to

24

respon d to allegations that aren ' t in any pleading .

So I

mea n, I just, I don't know how you wou ld be prepared to
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1

respond, Mr . LeBar on .

And they haven't filed a responsive

2

pleading on their own .

3

argue from the pleadings that are here .

4

MR. DICKINSON:

5

Your Ho n or, i t

So I'm perfectly happy to h~ve them

One moment , Your Honor .
is that,

Daddy's new wife would be our new

6
7

mommy .

8

And that's on page two .

9

Jn addition to the , to the original--

·10

11

THE COMMISSJON.t:R :
your petition?

12

MR. DICKINSON :

13

THE COMMISSIONER :

14

Right , You r Honor .

Is she abandoning those

Pardon me , Your Honor?

MR . DICKINSON:

16

THE COMMISSIONER :

I s she abandoning the claims

sh e made in her petition fo r protective order?
MR. DICKINSON:

18

19

And--

claims?

1S

17

Weren't you arguing what's in

the, the same .

No, Your Honor .

Those claims are

We have more details .

Additionally , Your Honor, she did submit at the

20

21

time prior to the hearing i t was mai led to Mr . Mota, sh e

22

admitted her , her journal entries.

23

en tries I believe i t incl udes those specific events .

24

That's--

25

MR. LEBARON :

And in t hose journal

We object to that .
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'fHE COMMISSIONER :

3

Your Honor .

cer tif icate on that for the 12th day of September 2012 .
THE COMMIS SIONER :

6
7

They are noL in my file .

Sustained , Mr . LeBaron .
I've got a file stamp on it ,

f.1R. DICKINSON :

8

9

Your Honor , I've got a ma i ling

MR. DICKINSON :

4
~

We never received those,

MR . LEBARON :

2

Sustained .

Your Honor .

It says it was file stamped by the court .

10

THE COMMISS I ONER :

11

bring Mr . LeBaron with you .

12

Your Honor , this is dated

MR. LEBARON :

13

September 12 , 2012 .

14

or June 27th, 2012 .

The protective order was granted July,

It was presented to Your Honor a~d

MR . DICKINSON:

1 :)

Show i t to Mr . LeBaron and

16

it was (short inaudible , away from mic) .

17

mot i o n to set aside?

18

inaudible, away from mic) .

2S

Th e court wasn ' t taking any new

MR . LEBARON:
evidence, Your Honor .

We 'd ask this matter be striken .

THE COMMISSIONER :

23
24

That was at the motion to set

aside .

21
22

think it was just before that (shor t

THE COMMISSIONER:

19

20

I

When was the

it is .

Thank you .

My order is what

Thank you .
MR . DICKINSON:

But if we go to notice,
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1

Your Honor, there was sufficient notice of that .

2

THE COMMISSIONER:

3

MR. DICKINSON :

Thank you .
We believe that the ,

there,

dnd

4

let me go back to the statute .

5

to the court .

6

everyone follows the rules, it said it may be dismissed based

7

on those factors.

10

lt doesn ' t say it shall be dismissed if

Now, we presented why he should have been in

8
C
J

The statute is discretionary

therapy .

I mean , if any of these allegations are true he

should have been .
Now , he failed to prevail on his motion to set

11
12

asi de , he failed to prevail at the time of the protective

13

order .

14

some thera py if he wants this matter dismissed .

1~

he hasn't e ven done an assessment to determine whether or

16

not he should have t herapy .

17

protective order being dismissed there should be

18

so we can determine whether o r not he needs additional

19

counseling if that is the court's position .

20

Based on that I think he probably should have done
He hasn't,

I think prior to this
assessment

If the court's position is that it should be

21

dism i ssed there should be a res training order in the divorce

22

following very much t h e same language that is included in

23

the protective order .

24

order should be an additional grounds for the entry of a

25

protective order .

And any violation of that restraining
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But again , our request is that it not be dismissed
We think the , the threats are specific

2

at this t.i.me .

3

enough that my client still has a reasonable fear .

4

someone were to make those types of threats to me that

5

were going to replace me with somebody else I think that

6

would have a continuing reasonable fear going beyond two

7

years .

8
9

THE COMMlSSIONER:

Thank you .

Mr.

If

-Le.t:iaron .,.,:
~

FURTHER ARGUMENT BY MR. LEBARON

Yes , Your Honor, just briefly .

10

MR. LEBARON :

11

DCFS did not suggest counseling, the court did

i2

they

not suggest cou nseling even at , at this hearing on default .

13

He will respond to the first paragraph of page

14

two indicating the police report, which I don ' t know of,

15

has been filed and speaks for itself .

16

Paragraph two he would testify never happened .

17

Paragraph three with regard to the airsoft gun.

18

Parker asked for an airsoft gun unt i l his mother said no .

19

That would be his statement .

20

And then the other paragraphs starting then on 6- 12

21

he's talking about filing for standard visitation would be

22

his response to that .

23

Your Hon or , I believe that under the factors

24

indicated that the protective order should b e dismissed .

25

There is no indication that any amendments should take
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1

place .

2

that would indicate that t here was counseling that was

3

needed or that there is a basis for a reasonable fear

4

based upon what is in the record on the original protective

5

order.

6

2012 until this day .

7
·g
9

There has been no, again no calls, no incidences

And most importantly what has occurred since June 27,

He wants unfettered access to his children .

He

wants to be able to, to move forward and build his
relationship with them .

We believe this is just a matter

10

of control on her part rather than a reasonable fear of

11

future abuse, emphasizjng the word future .
And submit it on that basis

12

13

RULING
THE

14

COMMISSIONER:

Thank you .

You know counsel,

15

I'll be honest with you , I rarely get two attorneys as well

16

prepared as I had today in this case who argue as well as

17

you both have argued .

18

exceptional job for your cljents .

19
20

I thought you've both done an

I hope both clients understand that the statutes
sometimes aren't always that helpful .

They are just not .

And so I ' ve got two good attorneys argue

21
22

everything they can argue out of the pleadings that have

23

been filed and the statute that they can find, and we have

24

little case law that is particularl y helpf ul on thi s exac t

25

issue .
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So having said ell that I'm going to do the best
2

L

can too .
~

3

am reminded from my days in law school, from my

4

tort class , and in the tort cJass the professor said you

~

know what, sometimes law students would like to argue that

6

if an ~ndividual runs a stop sign and hits a truck , what

7

the damages are that s~ould be allowed .

B

reality check is if you hit a truck full of eggs you pay for

9

the damage you did to the eggs .

He said, and the

And it ' s not an argument to

10

come in and say well if I had hit a truck full of bowl i ng

11

balls there wouldn't have been any damage .

12

particular ...

13

In this

The reason I bring that up is because I have to

14

conclude, Mr . Dickinson, that you r client has a reasonable

15

fear .

16

so the Utah State legislature I think has adopted a

17

reasonable man standard .

18

Mr . Dickinson, is your client doesn't get to come in and

19

say I ' m a truck load of eggs, and all of the eggs were

20

damaged and because I'm particularly fragile I still have a

l

t hink thatis where this turns .

reasonable fear .

Now , and in doing

So I guess what I'm saying,

And Mr . LeBaron , you don ' t get to come

22

in and argue and say hey,

23

reasonable fear.

24

bowling balls and eggs .

bowling balls wouldn't have a

It's somewhere in the middle between
It ' s the reasonable man standard .

And they must have decided that I ' m the reasonable
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1

man because I ' m the person they put the black robe on .
And I 1 ve looked at it and I fully want to

2

I wish the statute was written a little

3

acknowledge it .

4

differently to give me a little more direction .

5

wish I did .

6

point where some appellate court has looked at this and say,

7

you know, thjs is the way we want to approach this , this is

8

what il means .

I really

I wish I had one or two good cases directly on

But I am applying a reasonable man's standard Lo

9

10

whether or not your client still has a reasonable fear,

11

Mr . Dickinson .

12

His default was entered , his default was entered

13

based on the facts that were alleged .

14

aside .

1S

That was never set

She said,
He pulled out a handgun and started to

16

put the clip in i t saying you don't think

17

I will do it .

i8

sta~tGd to dial 911 .

l9

gun at me and my youngest child who I was

20

holding , and said if you dial that last

21

number it will be the last thing you ever

22

do .

23

he pointed the gun back at himself .

24

That's exactly what she alleged, Mr . Dickinson .

25

I picked up the phone and
And he pointed the

I threw t he phone onto the bed and

Now , she alleged

it didn't occur immediately prior to her
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request for the protective order .

She said it occurred

But I am telli.ng everyone in the courtroom

2

back in 2011 .

3

if and when someone pulls out a gun and points it at me I

1

don ' t know that I can predict that at any time in the future

5

I will not have a reasonable fear of that person if they

6

pulled it out, pointed it at me and made a threat to kill me

7

with it .

8

9

So therefore, Mr . Dickinson, because I ca n't

conclude that I'm unreasonable, I cannot conclude that your

70

client would still have a, doesn't have a reasonable fear

17

of someone she claims pulled out a gun, pointed it at her

12

when she's dialing 911, and threatened to kill her if she

13

dialed the last number .

14

just can't get there .

l

I \rJiSh I had more instructions from the Utah Court

15

of Appeals as exactly how I'm supposed to approach th i s .

16

I'm approaching it the way I did.

17

18

So the protective order remains in place with the

amendments that you've stipulated to, Mr . Dickinson .

19

Good luck to the parties .

20

Mr . LeBaron, I know you weren ' t required to do that

21
22
23

research on federal law .
MR. LEBARON:

Thank you .

I appreciate it .
It was helpful for me too,

Your Honor.
Thank you .

24

THE COMMISSIONER :

25

is stjl} a protective order in place .

Counsel, there

I ' m relying on the
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two of you to make sure the parties aren ' t riding down in th e
2
3

4-

same e:evator , walking out in the parking lot toget~er .

WHEREUPON , the hearing was concluded .
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